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CHAPTER l: INTRODUCTION 
PENSION PROVISION: THE THREE PILLARS THEORY 
In many developed countries, the pension provision system is often described 
by the so-called "three pillars theory". Following this theory, retirement income 
can be provided at three different levels: 
1. state pension provision; 
2. occupational pension schemes; 
3. personal savings. 
In UK, the theory requires a fourth pillar, which is the incarne that a pensioner 
ca n ha ve by entering aga in into employment after retirement 1. In other 
countries, like ltaly, the possibility of having income from employment after 
retirement is not considered, and the most common theory is the one of the 
three pillars. 
In ltaly at the moment, the second pillar of the pension provision system is not 
yet well developed, as the first pillar has been very generous in the past, being 
sufficient to previde for the needs after retirement of most individuals. Due to 
the ageing population problem, it has been recognised that the public system 
will not be able in the future to previde for the retirement needs of individuals, 
the risk of collapsing of public system being realistic2. Therefore, recent laws3 
have reformed the ltalian pension system and regulated the pension funds, 
1 See, far example, Booth, P. Chadburn, R., Cooper, D., Haberman, S., James, D. (1999) 
Modern Actuarial Theory and Practice, Chapman & Haii/CRC. 
2 The fact that PAYG systems will not be able to previde pensions at a sufficient level in most 
countries and that the second pillar is necessary in the pension system of any country has been 
pointed aut by many authors recently. See for example Daykin, C.D., and Lewis, D., (1999) A 
Crisis of Larger Lite: Reforming Pension Systems, British Actuarial Joumal voi 5, pp 55-97. See 
also Fomero, E., (1999) L'economia dei fondi pensione: potenzialità e limiti della previdenza 
privata in Italia, Società Editrice Il Mulino. 
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which will constitute the second pillar of ltalian pension provision, the so-called 
"previdenza integrativa" or "previdenza complementare". The level of future 
pension is a serious current problem in ltaly, an d many individuals, worried 
about their future income after retirement, buy either deferred annuities or 
deferred capitai from insurance companies in arder to limit the likely negative 
consequences of lack of support from the State provision (insurance products 
can be actually regarded as the third pillar in ltaly, rather than the more generai 
description of personal savings). 
lt is hoped that pension funds will quickly develop in ltaly, solving the retirement 
income problem or at least limiting the risk of increasing poverty in retirement 
age. 
DEFINED BENEFIT ANO DEFINED CONTRIBUTION PENSION SCHEMES 
Pension schemes are usually divided into two groups: defined benefit and 
defined contribution schemes. The main difference between these two groups is 
the way the financial risk is treated4. 
In defined contribution pension schemes, the contributions are based on a 
simple formula given in the scheme rules (usually but not necessarily as a 
percentage of the salary) and the level of the pension achieved at retirement 
depends on the performance of the investment returns achieved during the 
active membership5. That is, the member knows exactly in advance how much 
he/she will pay in the fund, but does not know the amount of pension he/she will 
3 Dlgs 21/4/1993, law n.335 8/8/1995. 
4 Far an exhaustive description of defined contribution and defined benefit schemes see also 
Khorasanee, M.Z., (1999): Actuarial Modelling of Defined Contribution Pension Schemes, Ph.D. 
Thesis, Department of Actuarial Science and Statistics, City University, London. 
5 An "active member" of a scheme is a member currently accruing entitlement to future benefits, 
while a "pensioner" is a member or a dependant currently receiving benefits and a "deferred 
pensioner" is a member who is currently not accruing entitlement to benefits, but has benefits 
preserved far him/her in the scheme which will be paid at a future date, see Khorasanee (1999). 
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receive at retirement. Therefore, the member bears the financial risk in defined 
contribution pension schemes. 
In defined benefit pension schemes, the benefits are based on a simple formula 
given in the rules and do not depend on the investment experience of the 
scheme. Benefits are often proportional to the length of active membership in 
the scheme and may be defined as an income (i.e. a pension) and/or a cash 
lump sum. They are usually linked in some direct or indirect way to the final 
salary or to the past salaries received during service. Since benefits at 
retirement are guaranteed by definition and do not depend on the investment 
conditions during the accumulation of the contributions, it follows that the 
contribution rate6 is adjusted regularly by the actuary, depending both on the 
experienced returns and on the final pension that has to be paid at retirement. 
Most defined benefit pension schemes are occupational and usually the 
me m ber pays the sa me fixed percentage ( eg So/o of the salary) while the 
employer pays the remaining (and obviously aleatory) part of the adjusted 
contribution rate. In particular, if the investment performance is poorer than 
expected the employer will pay a higher than expected contribution rate. lf the 
investment performance is higher than expected, then the employer will pay a 
lower contribution rate or even will not pay fora while (contribution holiday). The 
member knows exactly in advance how much he/she will pay and also the level 
of pension received at retirement, whereas the employer does not know how 
much he/she will pay in order to match the liability. In other words, the employer 
bears the financial risk in defined benefit pension schemes. 
Summarising, the main difference between defined benefit and defined 
contribution pension schemes is that in defined benefit the financial risk is borne 
by the employer, whereas in defined contribution it is borne by the member who 
4 
does not know in advance the amount of pension, which is strongly linked to the 
investment performance during membership. 
CURRENT TRENDS IN ITAL Y ANO OTHER COUNTRIES 
lt is worth noting that there are two possible types of pension funds in ltaly: the 
so-called "closed" pension funds, very similar to the well known occupational 
pension schemes, where the membership is reserved to individuals working in a 
specified firm or sector or category, and the so-called "open" pension funds, 
where membership is not restricted to particular classes of individuals. While 
the latter ones can be either defined benefit or defined contribution plans, the 
former ones have necessarily to be defined contribution by law. This could be 
surprising if one thinks of the pension provision experience in UK where most 
occupational pension schemes are defined benefit. However, the choice 
adopted by the ltalian legislator could be explained if we consider the graduai 
but continuous trend of replacement of defined benefit schemes by defined 
contribution schemes which is happening in most countries. The reasons for 
this generai shift are7: 
1. reducing risk by employers; 
2. increasing legislation; 
3. surplus and overfunding; 
4. high rates of return experienced in the 1980s; 
5. trend towards employees' responsibility; 
6. taxation structure encouraging defined contribution plans. 
lt seems important to underline this point as it follows that nowadays the topic of 
defined contribution pension schemes should be of more concern to 
6 By contribution rate we will mean (in the following) the contribution expressed as a percentage 
of the salary, as this is the most usual way of defining the contribution, although other definitions 
are theoretically possible, although very rare, as observed by Khorasanee ( 1999). 
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researchers in both academic and working environments, especially in ltaly. 
This is one of the main reasons that led to the development of the present 
thesis. 
APPROACHING FINANCIAL RISK IN DEFINED CONTRIBUTION PENSION 
SCHEMES 
While the main advantage of defined contribution pension schemes is the 
removal of insolvency risk by the sponsor, the corresponding drawback is the 
total uncertainty about the final pension, due to the financial risk, which is 
controllable but cannot be eliminated. 
In the thesis, the problem of financial risk in defined contribution pension 
schemes is considered. 
In chapter 2, a panorama of the existing literature about financial risk in defined 
contribution pension schemes is presented. There is also a review of a number 
of actuarial papers, which apply control theory and dynamic programming 
theory to actuarial problems, with the ma in objectives of controlling and possibly 
reducing insolvency risk and contribution rate variability risk in defined benefit 
pension schemes. Literature has also been explored which deals with dynamic 
programming applied to portfolio selection (considering the major papers by 
Samuelson and Merton). 
In chapter 3, a model is constructed which describes the dynamics aver time of 
a defined contributions pension scheme. A problem is formulated in an attempt 
to control the financial risk in the considered scheme and solved using the 
mathematical tools of the dynamic stochastic programming. 
1See Knox, D.M. (1993). A Critique of Defined Contribution Plans Using a Simulation Approach, 
Journal of Actuarial Practice 1 No. 2, 49~9. 
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T o go more into details, a defined contribution pension scheme is introduced in 
a two-asset (low-risk and high-risk), discrete-time world, the equation of the 
fund growth of the member is derived - allowing for lognormal returns - and the 
following problem is defined: what is the optimal investment allocation of the 
fund every year which minimises the deviations of the actual fund from some 
reasonably chosen final and interim targets? This problem seems to be 
consistent with the real investment strategy problem that the investment 
managers of defined contribution pension schemes have to face every year in 
managing the members' funds. 
The problem is solved using the Bellman's optimality principle in the stochastic 
case. A closed formula is derived which gives the optimal percentage of the 
fund to be invested every year in the high-risk asset in arder to approach as 
much as possible the mentioned targets. The formula is analysed and a feature 
noticed is that the share to be invested in the high-risk asset decreases as the 
fund itself increases. 
In chapter 4, simulations are carried out in arder to understand better the 
behaviour of the optimal investment strategy during the membership. Four 
different membership lengths have been considered: 1 O, 20, 30 and 40 years to 
retirement. For each length, different rates scenarios have been made by 
changing the mean and standard deviation of the experienced returns. For each 
scenario, 1 000 simulations have been made by generating each ti me random 
returns with the chosen parameters. 
The resulting optimal investment strategies tend to show a decreasing trend 
during the years, meaning a large investment at the beginning of the 
membership in the high-risk asset, a graduai switching from high-risk to low-risk 
as time passes and a large investment (and sometimes total) in the low-risk 
asset in the period before retirement. This intuitive result confirms the suitability 
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of the so-called "lifestyle method" largely adopted in defined contribution 
pension schemes in the UK8, consisting of investing the whole fund in equities 
unti l 5-1 O years to retirement, when the fund is gradually converted into index-
linked, bonds and cash. 
In chapter 5, the results of the simulations are analysed also from the member's 
point of view: the net replacement ratio achieved has been calculated every 
time, where by "net replacement ratio" it is meant the ratio between the pension 
rate and the final salary. The retiree's mortality is taken into account in the 
conversion of the fund into an annuity by using ltalian projected mortality tables 
{RGS48). In order to allow also for the mortality trend, it is assumed that 
members with a different time to retirement have been born in different years 
{i. e. 1948 for members with 1 O years to retirement, 1958 with 20 years, 1968 
with 30 years and 1978 with 40 years). The probability of failing the final target 
is also calculated. Remarks about the annuity risk are made after calculating the 
net replacement ratio with a fixed rate and with an average of the simulated 
rates. In examining the resulting net replacement ratios, considerations are 
given to the extent of financial risk borne by the member in defined contribution 
pension schemes. 
In chapter 6, the conclusions of the research are drawn, the limits of the model 
are identified, the simplifying assumptions discussed and proposals for further 
research outlined. 
8 Fora clear definition of "lifestyle" method see for example the comment by Sze in Knox's 
paper (1993). 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE 
INVESTMENT RISK ANO ANNUITY RISK 
The problem of financial risk in defined contribution pension schemes has been 
widely treated in the actuarial literature. Knox in A critique of defined 
contribution plans using a simulation approach ( 1993) identifies the risk berne 
by the member of a defined contribution pian of not achieving a sufficient 
incarne at retirement. In his paper, he analyses the distribution of retirement 
incomes produced from a defined contribution pension scheme, allowing far 
stochastic investment returns and inflation rates and changes in a number of 
parameters (entry and exit ages, sex, investment strategy, career paths, 
economie assumptions etc.). In particular, h e considers three different 
investment strategies, the first with significant investment in equities and 
property, the second with significant investment in fixed interest investment, the 
third predominantly invested in cash and short-term stocks, the parameters of 
the distribution far the asset returns being chosen considering historic data in 
Australia. The final lump sum has been converted into a lifetime annuity and the 
risk faced by the member in terms of the purchased annuity has been pointed 
aut, the level of retirement incarne being random and depending on the actual 
rates at the date of retirement. An interesting result of the paper is that a 
contribution rate of 9o/o of the salary is not enough far most employees to 
previde an adequate level of retirement incarne. The most important result of 
the research is the significant spread of the level of pension rate received by 
members who have contributed the same percentage of salary far the same 
number of years: Knox underlines that "in essence a system that defines a set 
level of contributions cannot define the level of benefits received". He stresses 
the fact that "a prescribed level of contributions will not previde sufficient incarne 
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for many retirees, even if, on average, it is satisfactory under certain 
circumstances". 
Khorasanee in Simulation of investment returns for a money purchase fund 
(1995a) also speaks about the "inequity between employees in defined 
contribution plans", the level of the pension depending on whether the period of 
active membership of the pensioner coincided with a period of favourable or 
unfavourable market rates. In his paper, he considers the investment risk in 
money purchase pension plans and attempts to reduce it by considering 
different investment strategies. In modelling the rates of returns, he uses a 
stochastic model that considers also the correlation between dividend yields in 
adjacent periods and allows for long term stability in dividend yields, and, like 
Knox, he uses historic data for choosing the values of the parameters, but uses 
UK as the source. 
He carries out simulations adopting different investment strategies and finds 
that, by investing 1 OOo/o in shares, the variability in projected fund of a new 
entrant 40 years before retirement is high, reducing slowly as the member gets 
closer to retirement. This confirms the fact shown later in chapter 5 that, the 
longer is the duration of active membership, the higher is the volatility of the 
distribution of the pension achieved at retirement. The result is also consistent 
with Knox's work, and, once aga in, highlights the importance of further research 
in an attempt to limit the negative outcomes that members of a defined 
contribution pian can experience when they retire. A second investment 
strategy adopted by Khorasanee consists of switching the portfolio of equities 
into index-linked at some time before retirement: as one would expect, the fund 
results tend to be lower and less volatile than by staying in equities. Some 
conditions are found that give an indication of the best time for switching the 
portfolio: the projected fund after switching will meet the member's 
requirements, the equity market is overvalued relative to a historic standard, 
there is less than 1 O years to retirement. A third investment strategy that has 
IO 
been explored is a balanced strategy. This gives a reduced mean of the fund at 
retirement and a reduced variability, meaning a lower retirement fund for 
majority of members but also a reduced proportion of members who obtain a 
very poor pension, reducing therefore the inequity between different members. 
In his investigation, Khorasanee mentions the annuity risk, but does not deal 
with it, the results of the paper being in terms of final fund at retirement without 
any connection to the amount of pension received. 
In a later paper, Deterministic modelling of defined contribution pension funds 
(1998), Khorasanee treats the investment risk in defined contribution plans by 
analysing the response of the fund to two different investment shocks that can 
happen and affect the pension at retirement: an instantaneous fall in the value 
of the fund assets and a permanent uniform reduction in the rate of earned 
interest. He proposes an alternative design of defined contribution pian, which 
incorporates a variable defined benefit scale, an d analyses the response of this 
fund to the same investment shocks, finding that the proposed fund behaves 
better against a fall in asset values, but that it cannot withstand a permanent 
change in the force of interest earned beyond a given extreme. 
Booth in The management of investment risk for defined contribution pension 
schemes (1995) tries to find optimal investment strategies for defined 
contribution pension schemes using different approaches to risk. He considers 
500 different portfolio invested in the four asset classes of index-linked gilts, 
conventional gilts, cash and UK equities. H e carries out 1000 simulations for 
each portfolio using the Wilkie stochastic investment model (1986 version) and 
calculates the cash sum accumulated after 35 years and after 5 years, allowing 
in the latter case for an initial fund accumulated in 30 years in arder to allow 
consistent comparisons with the long investment horizon case. He calculates 
mean-variance and mean-semi variance efficient frontiers, considering mean 
and variance (or semi variance) of the accumulation of payments measured in 
constant purchasing power terms for both durations. He then determines the 
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optimal portfolio form of these frontiers in three different ways: maximisation of 
expected utility, allowing for a logarithmic utility function, with or without the 
constraint of rejecting portfolios which give the 1st or 3rd percentile below a 
certain level (shortfall constraints). The research finds that both with and without 
shortfall constraints the expected utility maximising portfolios lie on the efficient 
frontiers, the percentage of equities held in the portfolio reducing significantly 
when the constraints are applied, which is an intuitive result. Furthermore, 
comparing the corresponding optimal portfolios with different time horizons, it 
can be seen that, in each of the three cases, the proportion of equities reduces 
moving from the 35 to the 5 years case, which confirms again the fact that a 
shorter investment time horizon leads the investor to less risky investment 
strategies. 
The choice of Booth of adopting a risk measure that takes into account only the 
downside part of the expected benefit like the semi variance and the shortfall 
constraints stresses the fact, widely debated in the literature, of the inadequacy 
of the volatility as risk measure 1. Ludvik in /nvestment strategy for defined 
contribution plans ( 1994) uses a Iso such a risk measurement in presenting the 
results of his investigation: he considers the median of the distribution of the 
pension as a fraction of fina l salary before retirement and measures the shortfall 
risk borne by the member by looking at the sth percentife of this distribution. 
Similarly to the work described above, Ludvik carries out simulations using an 
extension of the Wilkie model and investigates the results for different 
investment strategies, drawing conclusions similar to the ones reported above: 
investing more in bonds and cash than in equities gives lower shortfall values, 
at the cost of lower median values, the dynamic strategy being an intermediate 
1 lt is well known that the variance as a risk measure has the fallacy of considering as "very 
risky" also outcomes well above the mean, which could be misleading in the case of rates of 
retums or pension Jevels in defined contribution pension schemes, as very favourable outcomes 
can be considered as desirable and not risky. This is not true in the case of defined benefit 
plans, where a high level of surplus can be not desirable for many reasons, although also in this 
case a very high surplus is certainly preferable to a very high deficit, see also Owadally (1998) 
later. 
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situation (by dynamic strategy Ludvik means a strategy where the portfolio is 
switched from 1 OOo/o equities to 1 OOo/o bonds aver the last 5 years of 
membership, i.e. a lifestyle strategy). He also finds out that in a dynamic 
strategy the switching period should be 3-5 years prior to retirement, a longer 
period giving inadequate protection against real risk and leading to inadequate 
pension provision at retirement. 
The papers presented and reviewed so far are similar in that they address the 
investment risk problem of defined contribution pension schemes, analysing it 
and trying to reduce it when possible by adopting different investment 
strategies. They do not deal deeply with annuity risk faced by the member at 
retirement. 
Knox mentions it, and observes how annuity rates offered at retirement can 
have a significant impact on the ultimate level of retirement incarne. He also 
proposes a way of overcoming this problem, which consists in offering the 
member a fixed period during which he/she has to convert the cash sum into 
annuity. In UK, this option, which is called "incarne drawdown", is largely 
adopted and allows the member to take from the accumulated capitai regularly 
cash sums in order to supply his/her immediate needs, leaving the rest in the 
scheme's fund with the obligation of converting it into annuity within 1 O years 
and not after the age of 75. lt is beyond the scope of this work to investigate the 
best time for the member to convert the cash into annuity within the 10 years, 
but it is certainly worth stressing the importance of this option in reducing the 
annuity risk berne by the member. There is scope for work to be dane in the 
future in analysing the potentiality of this option. An initial investigation of 
"drawdown" is provided by Khorasanee in A Pension Pian lncorporating both 
Defined Benefit and Defined Contribution Principles ( 1995b). 
Khorasanee (1995a and 1998) and Booth (1995) deliberately do not deal with 
the annuity risk problem, by considering the final fund at retirement only, without 
converting it into pension. 
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Ludvik (1994) avoids the problem by treating it in a deterministic way: he 
calculates the pension using a 15 years bond with a nominai annual coupon of 
11 o/o. 
Booth & Yakoubov in Jnvestment policy for defined contribution pension scheme 
members close to retirement {1998) address the annuity risk problem in a 
deeper way, reaching interesting conclusions. 
In two different investigations, they consider different investment strategies, 
taking the observed investment retums directly from historic post war data2. 
This is a different approach from that adopted by other researchers: only one 
sample is considered {the past data) and no model has been constructed. 
In the first investigation, they look at the accumulated cash fund and annuity 
value using 5 different investment strategies, one diversified (70% UK equities, 
20o/o UK gilts and 1 Oo/o cash), the other 4 different types of lifestyle strategies, 
with a more or less graduai switch from equities to cash or conventional gilts. In 
the second investigation, accumulated cash fund and index-linked annuities are 
considered and 4 investment strategies are tested, one diversified (50%, UK 
equities, 15% US equities, 15o/o index-linked, 1 Oo/o conventional gilts and 1 Oo/o 
cash), the other three with a total investment in cash, conventional gilts and 
index-linked. 
The results are presented showing the expected value, the standard deviation 
and the square root of semi variance of the accumulated cash fund, the fixed 
annuity and the index-linked annuity achieved after 1 O years of accumulation. In 
the first investigation retums are considered from 1945 to 1988, so that the first 
retirement considered takes piace in 1955, while in the second investigation 
data are considered from 1982 to 1997 inclusive, the first retirement taking 
2 In particular, they use the BZW Equity-Gilt Study (1997) for the investment categories UK 
equities, conventional gilts, index-linked gilts and cash, whereas US equity retums were taken 
from S&P Composite lndex converted into sterling terms. 
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piace in 1992: this shortened period reflects the fact that index-linked are a very 
recent financial instrument. 
The diversified strategy in each case provides the highest expected value and 
nearly always the highest standard deviation but also the lowest square root of 
semi variance, so that it is the best strategy if the semi variance is considered 
as a risk measure instead of the variance. This result is confirmed also from the 
fact that the results from this strategy stochastically dominate ali the other 
strategies in both the investigations. 
Comparing the other investment strategies, the results show that it is 
appropriate to invest in conventional gilts when a fixed annuity has to be 
bought, while index-linked are more suitable when an index-linked annuity has 
to be bought. This result is reasonable, as the risk that the conversion rate used 
to buy the annuity at retirement will be low, leading to high price of the annuity, 
is in some way offset by the fact that the value of the fund will be higher than 
expected, if the assets held in the portfolio are strongly correlated with the 
assets used in pricing the annuity. The annuity risk can be perfectly offset if the 
duration of the portfolio and the present value of the annuity have the same 
duration. Booth and Yakoubov comment further that cash may not be a suitable 
assetto match an annuity, as its capitai value remains the same regardless of 
the movements in bond yields. lts presence can instead be justified by a 
duration matching argument (increasing the quota of cash in the portfolio will 
reduce the duration of the portfolio and this can be useful when trying to 
equalise the durations of asset and liabilities). They add that, if equity yields are 
positively correlated with bond yields (or index-linked yields), it may happen that 
changes in annuity rates are offset by changes in equity values, so that the 
volatility of the annuity bought with the proceeds of an equity investment fund 
reduces significantly with respect to the volatility of the corresponding final cash 
fund. This does not imply that equities are an appropriate match for fixed 
annuities, however it points out the fact that, looking at the relation between 
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variability of the cash fund and underlying investments, it is not sufficient to 
draw conclusions about the variability of the achieved pension without 
considering the correlation between investments and annuity rates. 
In their conclusions, Booth and Yakoubov stress the fact that cash is not a 
suitable asset to hold in the portfolio when an annuity has to be bought, and that 
conventional gilts and index-linked are more appropriate for fixed and index-
linked annuities respectively. They underline the fact that it is important that the 
duration of the investment fund should match the duration of the required 
annuity. They remind us that the higher expected return from equities should be 
considered when taking into account equity based strategies and also that the 
correlation between equity and yields from the appropriate asset used in 
matching the ultimate pension should be considered when determining the risk 
of the investment strategy. They conclude that there is no strong evidence from 
the last 1 O years experience in the UK to suggest that the appropriate 
investment strategy should include investment in gilts. Hence, they conclude 
that the lifestyle method is not supported by this empirica! evidence considering 
historic returns. 
METHODOLOGY: INVESTMENT STRATEGY AS OUTPUT 
The papers presented up to now are characterised by the fact that the 
investment and annuity risk have been analysed by use of simulations, allowing 
for more or less complicated stochastic models for the asset retums, often 
looking at historic data in order to estimate the parameters. The results of the 
simulations give information about the final fund accumulated at retirement 
and/or about the final pension perceived at retirement, giving a measure of the 
financial risk bome by the member of a defined contribution pension scheme. 
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In these studies, the investment strategy adopted is an input cf the model, and 
a comparison between the results given by different investment strategies leads 
to the choice of the best investment strategy in respect to some defined 
objective. Cairns in An introduction to stochastic pension fund management 
( 1996) underlines the importance of clearly defined objective in the decision 
making process of a defined contribution pension scheme. He lists of the factors 
that can be controlled in arder to reduce the investment risk in defined benefit 
and defined contribution pension schemes. In defined benefit schemes the 
asset allocation strategy is only one of several factors which can be controlled 
in reducing the investment risk (the others being the method and period of 
amortisation, the intervaluation period, the delay in implementing a 
recommended contribution rate, the funding method, the valuation basis), while 
in defined contribution pension schemes the factors are the investment strategy 
and contribution rate level. 
A different way of approaching the problem of reducing the investment risk in 
defined contribution pension schemes is to consider the investment strategy as 
an output of the model instead of an input. A way of doing this ca n be presented 
as follows: a model is constructed which gives a certain final outcome after a 
period of active membership in a scheme, typically n years, the final outcome 
being for example the accumulated fund, or the final pension or the net 
replacement ratio achieved at retirement. The asset allocation is left as a 
parameter of the model, a defined objective is chosen and the optimal 
investment strategy is found in arder to achieve the chosen objective. Cairns in 
the mentioned paper (1996) lists some possible objectives of a defined 
contribution pension scheme. By calling K(n) the net replacement ratio achieved 
at retirement at time n the proposed objectives are: 
1. maximise E[K(n)] 
2. maximise E[K(n)] subject to Var[K(n)] = crk2 
3. minimise Var[K(n)] 
4. minimise Var[K(n)] subject to E[K(n)] = Jlk 
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5. minimise Pr{K{n) < Kmin) 
6. maximise E[u{K{n))] where u(·) is some utility function 
7. minimise E[{K(n) - Kest)21Hs] where Hs gives the history of the fund up until 
time s and Kest is the estimated future pension based on Hs 
8. maximise E[u(K(n))IHs, Kestl 
lt is proper to observe that these objectives can be used also in models that 
consider the investment strategy as input, considering them as decision criteria 
and not objectives. Booth (1995) uses the objectives 2 and 4 as criteria in 
finding the opti mal portfolio of the efficient frontier. 
Thomson in The use of utility functions for investment channel choice in defined 
contribution retirement funds ( 1998) sets out methods that may be used to 
estimate the member's utility function and, given a stochastic model of returns 
on alternative investment channels, to recommend a combination of these 
channels that will maximise the expected utility of the benefits payable on exit 
from a defined contribution fund. In other words, he used the sixth objective of 
the list by Cairns in order to find the opti mal investment strategy to be adopted. 
METHODOLOGY: THE MUL TIPERIOD APPROACH 
A number of other works have been developed, which recognise the multiperiod 
and dynamic nature of ali the problems related to pension schemes and use 
control theory and dynamic programming theory in approaching and solving 
these problems. The papers here presented have been applied to defined 
benefit pension schemes, and applications to defined contribution schemes are 
at an early stage of development. 
Haberman and Sung in Dynamic approaches to pension funding ( 1994) 
consider two types of risk of defined benefit pension schemes: the 'contribution 
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rate' risk, relative to the stability of the contribution rate aver time, and the 
'solvency risk', relative to the security of the fund. The actuary controlling the 
pension funding continuously tries to compromise between the conflicting 
interest of employers and trusteeslmembers, the former being more concerned 
about the stability of the contribution rate, the latter about the security of the 
promised benefits. Haberman and Sung construct a discrete-time model 
introducing yearly targets relative to both fund and contribution rate and link the 
contribution risk and the solvency risk to the square of the difference between 
actual contribution rate or fund and the defined targets. In formulae, they 
introduce the quadratic performance criterion: 
T-1 
Jr =L vt[(Ct - CTt)2 + vf3(Ft+1 - FTt+1)2] 
t=s 
where the contribution risk is given by the term (Ct- CTt)2 and the solvency risk 
is given by the term {Ft+1 - FTt+1)2, v is the discount rate and the coefficient f3 
reflects the relative importance of the solvency risk in respect to the contribution 
risk. They apply contro! theory in order to find optimal contribution rates {Cs, 
Cs+1, ... , Cr-1} which minimise Jr. In this mathematical model, the targets {CT t} 
and {FT t} are chosen a priori and the values of both the benefits paid from the 
fund and the real rate earned by the fund every year are best estimates 
produced by the actuary {and the trustees and/or the investment manager when 
appropriate), that is they are inputs to the model. The optimal contribution Ct* at 
time t will depend on both the state of dynamic system at time t, Ft, and on the 
system inputs at ti me t {CTt, FTt+1, it+1, Bt}. They apply the Bellman optimality 
principle in order to transform the problem from one of making T decisions 
simultaneously to one of making the decisions one at time but sequentially and 
they find closed formulae that give the value of c; at any t. 
They define and selve the same problem also in the stochastic case, with rates 
of retums 110 and a performance criterion that contains the expectation 
operator. 
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In their paper, Haberman and Sung consider the investment strategy as an 
input of the model3, the only control varia bi e being the contribution rate. The 
model can be extended in order to consider also the asset allocation as a 
control variable. Owadally in The Dynamics and Contro/ of Pension Funding, 
Ph.D. thesis (1998), considers an enlarged model in which both investments 
allocation and contribution rate are available. 
The model is very similar to the one constructed by Haberman and Sung, the 
problems analysed involving measures of both the fund security and the 
contribution stability. The approach is the same as before, consisting in 
minimising the deviations of the actuat fund and the actual contribution rate from 
certain targets, defined a priori. The model is in the discrete time, as before. 
The innovative element in the model is the allowance fora portfolio constituted 
of two assets, one risk-free and one risky. The retums are assumed to be IlO 
without any distributional assumption. The equation that gives the growth of the 
fund is derived and the objective is to minimise the expected discount cost from 
the time af jaining the scheme (t = O) ta retirement (t = N). 
In formulae, if Ct and Yt respectively are the contributian rate and the share af 
the fund invested in the risky asset in year in year (t, t+1), the problem to salve 
is to find the set af {Ct, yt} far any t (t = O, 1, ... , N-1) that minimise the future 
expected cost at time O C: 
3 The problem is solved by modelling the investment retum from the overall portfolio, without 
considering possible diversification of it. 
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N 
where: Ct = L[31(ft- Ft)2 + 32(ct- Ct)2], 
t=1 
with the obvious notation (Ct is the contribution target at time t, Ft is the fund 
target and 91 and e2 are weights given to the solvency and contribution risks, 
which reflect their relative importance). 
The Bellman optimality principle is applied and the fact that the returns are 110 
(and therefore a Markov chain) is used to salve the problem and finding closed 
formulae for the opti mal contribution rate Ct* and Yt* at time t (for any t). 
Not surprisingly, the formula that gives Yt* is such that the proportion invested in 
the risky asset decreases as the fund increases, the objective being to minimise 
any deviation from the target, also the deviation with a positive sign. This 
reflects the fact that, in defined benefit pension schemes, a surplus can be as 
undesirable as outcome as a deficit4, and once the target has been reached 
(which could be for example the actuarial liability) the optimal investment 
strategy requires maintaining it. The same feature of the optimal investment 
strategy will be found in the current work, in particular many similar comments 
appear both in chapter 3 and 4. 
Cairns in A comparison of optimal and dynamic contro/ strategies for 
continuous-time pension funds models (1997) considers the continuous-time 
case. A loss function is defined which generalises in the continuous time the 
'cost' incurred by the fund (square of the deviations of the actual from the 
target) found in Haberman & Sung and Owadally in the discrete time5. The 
model allows for two risky assets. The reason for choosing two risky assets 
instead of one risky and one riskless is due to the fact that, in practice, pension 
funds use cash only for short term liquidity rather than an investment asset, at 
4 This explains the use of a quadratic performance criterion. 
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least in U K. The prices of the assets are assu m ed to follow correlated geometrie 
Brownian motion. The objective to minimise is the analogous version, in the 
stochastic case and continuous time, of the JT minimised by Haberman and 
Sung: 
V( t, x)( C, p)= {1 exp(-J3s)L(s, C(s,X(s)),X(s))dsiX(t) =x] 
where C(t, X( t)) is the stochastic process which gives the contribution rate an d 
p( t, X(t)) is the process which gives the proportion of portfolio invested in the 
riskier asset. 
Dynamic programming can be applied in the continuous time and stochastic 
case by means of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations, which are analogous 
to the Bellman equations in the discrete time case. Applying the Hamilton-
Jacobi-Bellman equations, Cairns finds the optimal couple (C*, p*) that 
minimises V(t, x), and it emerges that both the optimal contribution rate and the 
asset allocation are decreasing linear function of the fund size. This result is 
consistent with Owadally's result shown before. However, as Cairns observes, 
while it is intuitive that the contribution rate in a defined benefit pian is 
decreasing with the fund, it is not obvious and "goes against conventional 
actuarial wisdom" that the percentage to invest in the riskier asset has to be 
reduced as the fund size increases6 . The rationale behind this kind of optimal 
investment strategy is that the optimal strategy requires investing in the riskier 
asset at the beginning in order to approach as quickly as possible the 
contribution rate and the fund size desired and then stay as close as possible to 
5 In particular, the loss function defined by Cairns is of the form L( t, X( t), C(t))=(C(t)-cm)2+k(X(t)-
~)2, with obvious notation. 
6 Usually surplus arisen in a defined benefit scheme is invested in equities. 
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the ideai values by investing in the less risky asset. This explanation will be 
given aga in to explain some of the results of chapter 4. 
DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING APPLIED TO PORTFOLIO SELECTION 
PROBLEMS 
A review of the literature about the theme studied in the present dissertation 
would be incomplete without a mention of the relevant works relative to dynamic 
programming applied in a portfolio selection problem. We refer mainly to the 
major papers by Samuelson and Merton, which extend and salve by means of 
dynamic programming theory the classica! one-period problem of portfolio 
selection in the discrete time (allowing fora multiperiod horizon) and continuous 
ti me cases respectively. 
lt is beyond the scope of the present work to discuss in detail the methodology 
adopted by Samuelson and Merton in their papers and only the main results will 
be exposed here. 
Samuelson in Lifetime portfolio selection by dynamic stochastic programming 
(1969) defined the consumption and portfolio selection problem in a two-asset 
world (the risky and the riskfree) with a multiperiod time horizon. The classica! 
problem consists in finding both optimal consumption and percentage of 
portfolio to be invested in the risky asset at time t in arder to maximise the 
expected utility of future individual's consumption. In formulae, it means find the 
sequence {Ct*, Wt*} that maximise: 
subject to the constraint: 
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where Wt is the individual's wealth at time t, r is the retum on riskfree asset and 
Zt is the return on risky asset during year (t, t+1). 
He solved the problem applying the dynamic programming theory and found the 
optimal decision rules for consumption-savings and for portfolio selection in the 
form: 
Ct = f [ Wt, Zt-1,··· Zo] = fT-t [ Wt ], 
wt = 9 [ Wt, Zt-1,··· Zo] = 9T-t [ Wt ], 
if the Z's are independently distributed. 
He then studied some particular cases by specifying the utility function. The 
main result found is that when the utility function is logarithmic or has the 
property of isoelastic marginai utility7, the optimal quota of the portfolio to invest 
in the risky asset is w* which is independent ofWt. 
This interesting result implies that as the wealth increases the quota to be 
invested in the risky asset increases as well, its percentage of the portfolio 
remaining the same. 
An other significantinteresting result by Arrow (Essay in the Theory of Risk-
Bearing, 1970) states that an individuai with utility function that presents 
absolute risk aversion decreasing with wealth (for example, quadratic utility 
7 lsoelastic marginai utility functions are utility function such that U'(C) = C11 with y < 1. These 
are the potential utility functions: U(C) =1/y cr with y < 1. 
function) invests a quota of portfolio in the risky asset which decreases as the 
wealth increases (i.e. he/she considers the risky asset an inferior good). This is 
indeed the case of the previous works considered in the present chapter, as a 
quadratic disutility function was used (the loss function, namely) which 
corresponds to a quadratic utility function8, and where it was found that the 
quota to be invested in the risky (or riskier) asset decreases as the fund size 
increases. 
Merton in Lifetime Portfolio Se/ection Under Uncertainty: The Continuous-Time 
Case (1969) extends the work by Samuelson, analysing the continuous time 
case. He examines the problem of optimal portfolio selection and consumption 
rules for an individuai in a continuous time model with rates of retum generated 
by a Wiener Brownian-motion process. Looking at the results relative to the 
optimal investment strategy, Merton confirms Samuelson's results in the 
discrete-time case: individuals with a utility function that presents constant 
relative risk aversion (i.e. logarithmic or isoelastic marginai utility) will invest in 
the risky asseta proportion of the portfolio independent of their wealth. Merton 
analyses also the case of individuals whose utility function has constant 
absolute risk aversion (and strictly positive, i.e. exponential utility function) and 
finds out that such individuals will invest in the risky asseta constant amount of 
their wealth, the proportion of the portfolio being therefore decreasing as the 
wealth increases. This result is confirmed also by Arrow (1970). 
In Optimum Consumption and Portfolio Rules in a Continuous-Time Mode/ 
(1971) Merton extends his previous paper considering the consumption-portfolio 
problem with more generai utility functions. He derives explicit solutions for the 
optimal consumption and portfolio rules for utility functions of the HARA family 
8 By operating the transformation x~( -x), y~( -y) a convex quadratic disutility function becomes 
a concave quadratic utility function. 
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(Hyperbolic Absolute Risk Aversion9). In particular, he finds out that if the utility 
function belongs to the HARA family10 the quota to be invested in the risky 
asset, w*, depends on the wealth, W, in the following way: 
w*W = aW + b, where a and b are at most functions of ti me. 
9 RARA utility functions are of the form: U(x) = 1- Y (~ + b Ì and include the exponential, the 
y 1-y ') 
isoelastic marginai and the quadratic utility functions. 
10 To be precise, if U(x) is the utility function exp(-pt)U(x) belonging to the HARA family is 
necessary and sufficient condition for the theorem to hold. 
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CHAPTER 3: THE MODEL 
THE PENSION SCHEME: GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS 
Consider a defined contribution pension scheme where the only decrement is 
retirement. The assumption of not considering other decrements is made on 
grounds of simplicity, however there should be a fuller discussion of its 
likelihood in a more realistic work. Such assumption in fact can be realistic or 
not depending on the age and the health of the member (which are the more 
relevant factors, but also other factors should be considered, as financial status, 
maritai status, dependants etc.). lt is well known far example that for very young 
members the withdrawals rate could be very high (also 30o/o), and in this case 
assuming only retirement as decrement could lead to distorted results, whereas 
fora member close to retirement the assumption can be considered realistic, 
and for a member not very young but stili far from retirement also ill-health 
retirement should be considered. The death rate is usually negligible and not 
considering it should not lead to any distortions in the results. 
In particular the member is assumed to join the scheme at year O, contribute for 
N years and then retire. As N is assumed to be fixed and known in advance, 
also early retirement is not considered. 
Taxation and commission expenses are not taken into account on grounds of 
simplicity. Each member contributes yearly with a percentage of his/her salary 
to the fund ( actually the part of salary to be paid to the fu n d is shared between 
employee and employer, normally the employee pays no more than the So/o of 
the salary, and the employer the remaining part). The percentage of salary to be 
paid in the fund is fixed by construction, as a defined contribution pension 
scheme is considered. However, the percentage of salary could vary during the 
N years, due to different reasons ( changes in the regulation of the scheme, 
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financial problems of the employer, changes in the rates of retum from the 
financial markets, new legislation, changes in State pension provision, 
establishment of a defined benefit scheme in the same firm with possibility for 
the member to choose or switch the scheme, generai advice by the actuary 
etc.). The assumption here made o n grounds of simplicity is that the 
contribution rate does not change during the membership. 
The fund is assumed to be invested in two different assets with two different risk 
levels, the high-risk and the low-risk asset. The very strong assumption here 
made is that the two assets remain the same for the whole membership. lt may 
be possible that the fund is invested in 2 assets in some periods, but it is not 
likely that the 2 assets remain the sa me for long periods of time (membership to 
pension schemes can fast 30-40 years). However, it could be argued that if the 
Capitai Asset Pricing Model assumptions hold1 there is only one risky portfolio 
in which ali the traders invest their funds, the only discretion being the choice of 
the suitable mix between it and the riskless asset; in this case the two assets of 
the model would be the market portfolio (the high-risk asset) and the riskless 
asset (the degenerate case of a low-risk asset). This assumption is made in 
arder to simplify the model. 
Large freedom is given to the investment manager (and/or the member, 
depending on the scheme's rules) with regard to the level of risk of the portfolio: 
the proportion of the fund to be invested in the two assets is assumed to be 
reviewed every year, depending on the investment returns of the assets 
experienced and on the level of the fund compared with a specified target. This 
seems to be consistent with the real world, where the scheme member is 
informed every year about the growth of her/his position and he/she can 
therefore modify the investment strategy at that time, choosing the most 
appropriate solution in response to actual past experience. As changes in the 
1 For a clear treatment of CAPM see for example Huang, C.-F., Litzenberger, R.H., (1988) 
Foundations for Financial Economics, North-Holland, New York, chapters 2,3. 
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portfolio composition occur yearly, the model has been constructed to operate 
in the discrete time. 
Contributions are assumed to be paid yearly in advance. The contribution is 
assumed to be a fixed percentage of the salary (see also above), as in most 
defined contribution pensions schemes. The choice of defined contribution 
schemes follows recent laws in ltaly in the context of occupational pension 
schemes. 
As we are dealing with a defined contribution pension scheme, the positions of 
the members are assumed to be independent of each other, and in the model 
only the growth of the fu n d relative to one me m ber is considered, regardless of 
the size and the composition of the pension scheme. However, it should be 
recognised that this assumption is another simplification of the real world, as 
actually the whole amount of contributions from ali the members is invested in 
the financial markets and both the size of the scheme and the average age of 
the members do affect the investment choices. 
THE EQUATION OF THE FUND GROWTH 
The level of the fund at ti me t satisfies the following recurrence relationship: 
(1a) 
where: 
ft: fund level at time t 
c: contribution rate 
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St: salary at time t 
Yt: pro portio n of fund invested in the high-risk asset during year [t, t+ 1] 
Jlt: real force of interest for the low-risk asset in year [t, t+1], assumed to be 
constant aver the year [t, t+ 1] 
Àt: real force of interest for the high-risk asset in year [t, t+1], assumed to be 
constant aver the year [t, t+ 1] 
The word "real" here means net of price inflation. Thus, the real rates of return 
for the two assets on year [t, t+1] are ellt -1 and eÀ.t -1. 
In this model no real salary increase is considered and St is considered equal 
to 1 for simplicity forali t, so that (1a) becomes: 
(1 b) 
lt is assumed that the annual investment returns from the two assets are 
lognormally distributed, so that f.lt and Àt are normally distributed. In addition {f.lt} 
and {Àt} are assumed to be sequences of independent and identically distributed 
random variables, so that: 
an d 
where: 
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The assumption of lognormally distributed rates of return avoids the undesired 
(and unrealistic) phenomenon of retums lower than -1, which would lead to 
negative values of the fund. 
FINAL TARGET 
lt is assumed that the member joins the scheme at time t=O and contributes with 
the same fixed contribution rate c until retirement at time t=N, which is also 
fixed. 
Since the fund and the contributions are invested partly in the low-risk asset 
(mean J.l) and partly in the high-risk (mean À), a reasonable fund target, a priori, 
would be: 
(2) 
where 
F. ·· f Nr* N = CSNr* + oe 
1 
r* =- (J.L + À + O.S(cr; + cr~)) 
2 
fund target 
The term fo which appears in (2} makes possible the allowance in the model for 
transferred-in members. A new member can therefore have fo>O (fo is actually 
equa l to the transfer value} if he/she decides to transfer his/her position from the 
previous arrangement. 
In the simulations which follow in chapters 4 and 5 it is assumed that the whole 
final fund is converted at time N into an immediate annuity: in this case the 
member will be more concerned about the net replacement ratio, which is the 
ratio between retirement incarne and final salary, than about the final fund. For 
this reason, the target FN is converted into the actuarial expected annuity, taking 
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into account the retiree's expected mortality and using the expected value of the 
random return of the low-risk asset as a conversion rate: 
Q 
(3) BN = FN l L n Ex = FN l ax net replacement ratio, 
n=1 
where x is the retirement age of the member, nEx is calculated using appropriate 
mortality tables and v=e -~+o.sa~ as discount facto.-2, n is the extreme age 
contemplated by the tables and BN is the pension rate, which coincides with the 
net replacement ratio, since SN = 1 (we note that we are assuming that St = 1 
for any t). 
The assumption of converting the whole final fund into an immediate annuity is 
certainly strong and should be discussed in the context of the pension scheme 
rules and the generai legislation. In the context of ltalian occupational pension 
schemes, for example, the member is allowed to receive part of the final fund as 
a lump sum (with a "cap" of 50°/o of the fund) and there is no evidence to 
support the hypothesis that the member would decide to receive the whole 
benefit converted to an annuity income. However, this assumption is made in 
order to study the effects of the investment strategy on the net replacement 
ratio and furthermore the model here does not imply necessarily the conversion 
of the whole fund in rent and other assumptions can be made in order to 
analyse the suitability of the investment decisions. As in other researches, an 
optimal allocation of final fund in the choice between annuity and equity 
investment during retirement can be derived (see Kapur & Orszag, 1999) and, 
in the context of ltalian pension funds, comparisons can be made between 
different uses of the fina l fund with regards to the trade-off between the rent and 
the lump sum (see, for example, Vigna, 1998), but such an extended analysis is 
beyond the scope of this work. 
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INTERIM TARGETS 
As far as the yearly targets are concerned, only fund targets are calculated, as 
the fund is converted into an annuity only at retirement. 
Targets have been chosen which increase linearly from: 
F 1 = (fo+c) er· with r* as above 
to FN as given by (2) above. 
Linear interpolation has been chosen on grounds of simplicity. 
An alternative approach could have used logFt as the basis of linear 
interpolation. 
Targets could have been chosen less frequently than yearly, e.g. every 3 years 
(similarly to actuarial investigations in defined benefit pension schemes), every 
n > 3 years, or, as an extreme, every N years, ie considering only the final 
target FN. 
FORMULA TION OF THE PROBLEM 
Once fixed the set of yearly targets {Fth=1 ,2 ... N it is now possible to define the 
elements of the dynamic programming problem. 
21n the deterministic case v=e-~; in the stochastic case v=E[e -~t ], and in this case v=e -~+O.Saf , 
since llt is N(J.l, cr1
2
). 
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Following the works of Haberman & Sung (1994) and Owadally (1998) (see 
chapter 2) and adapting it to a defined contribution scheme, it is now possible to 
define the "cost" incurred by the scheme at time t for any t and at time N and 
choose appropriate weights (eo an d e1) which give relevance to these costs: 
(4) for t=1 ,2 ... N-1 
where it is reminded that ft is the actual fund and Ft the target defined above. 
At retirement the final cost is: 
(5) 
The difference in the coefficients 81 and 80 is due to the possibly lower 
importance that may be attributed to the achievement of interim targets 
compared with the achievement of the fina l one. lt is therefore understood that: 
However, in a more generai presentation (which is beyond the scope of the 
current work), it is possible that 81>80, if decrements other than retirement were 
considered, like ill-health retirement or death, and the interim targets were 
linked to the benefits triggered by the cause of decrement. 
The total future cost at time t is obtained by discounting the future costs until N: 
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N 
(6) Gt = l:Y s-tc(s) 
s=t 
where y is the inter-temporal discount factor, which can be seen as a 
"psychological" discount rate, as a risk discount rate (Cairns 1997) or may also 
be equal to the valuation discount rate (Haberman and Sung 1994, Sung 1997). 
Define Xt to be the cr-field generated by ali information available at time t: 
The value function atti me t can be defined as: 
(7) 
where 1tt represents the set of the future feasible investment strategies, i. e.: 
1tt = HYs}s=t,t+1, ... ,N-1,: O~ Ys ~ 1} = {{yt, Yt+1, ... , YN-1},: O~ Ys ~ 1} 
Thus, the objective is to choose the future investment strategies that minimise 
the discounted future cast. 
Scope far further research is provided by the choice of the objective. Cairns 
( 1996) proposes a set of different objectives for defined contributi an pension 
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schemes3 , and classifies them into two groups: a) those in which the scheme 
member is given information in advance of retirement of the likely amount of the 
future pension and the scheme member then expects such a target to be 
attained (corresponding to the formulation here); and b) those in which the 
scheme member is informed of the actual pension only at retirement. Another 
possible criterion proposed far the case considered here is the maximisation of 
the expected utility of the net replacement ratio at retirement, given the past 
history of the fund, far some utility function to be defined. 
BELLMAN'S OPTIMALITY PRINC/PLE 
Bellman's optimality principle gives (Bellman & Kalaba 1965, pag. 43; Cugno & 
Montrucchio, 1998, pag. 182): 
N 
(8) J(Xt) = mi n 1tt E[Lrs-tc(t) 1 Xt] =mi n yJC(t) + yE[J(Xt+1 ) l X t]] 
S=t 
lt should be noted however that, since {JJ.t} and {J..t} are assumed to be 
independent, ft has the Markov property and: 
Pr[ft+1 l Xt] = Pr[ft+1 l ft] 
and aJso: 
Pr[ft+1, ft+2, ... , fN l Xt] = Pr[ft+1, ft+2, ... , fN l ft] 
so that: 
Pr[Gt l Xt] = Pr[Gt l ft] 
3 For the complete list of objectives proposed by Caims see chapter 2. 
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an d: 
(9) 
Therefore, Bellman's equation becomes: 
(10) 
Equation (1 O) will result crucial in the solution of the dynamic programming 
problem below outlined. 
Considering the fund growth equation (1 b) and the fact that {J.tt} and {J..t} are i. i. d. 
and normally distributed, it is easy to verify that4: 
Without loss of generality, it is assumed that 80 is a multiple of 81 and that 81 is 
equa l to 1, so that: 
So= e, where it is assumed that e > 1. 
4 lt follows from the well known fact that if a random variable X is N(f..l, a2), then E(etX) = 
exp(J..lt+0.5a~2) and from the fact that Var(XIY)=E(X21Y)-E(XIY)2, as Var(XIY)=E[(X-E(XIY))2IY]. 
The rest is algebra. 
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The dynamic programming problem then becomes: 
with boundary condition: 
and FN given by (2) above. 
SOLUTION OF THE DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING PROBLEM 
There are now ali the elements to show that the dynamic programming problem 
DPP above outlined has the following solution: 
(TH) 
for some sets of coefficients {P t}, {Qt} and {Rt}. 
Proof. 
The proof is done by mathematical induction. 
(TH) is satisfied for t= N: 
(14) an d 
where the boundary condition BC has been used. 
Assuming that TH is satisfied for t+1, that is: 
(l H) J(ft+1, t+1) = Pt+1ft+12- 20t+1ft+1 + Rt+1, inductive hypothesis 
it has now to be shown that it is satisfied for t. 
The following results: 
E [J(ft+1, t+1) l ft] = 
= E[Pt+1 ft!1 - 20t+1ft+1 + Rt+1 l ft] = Pt+1 E[ ft!11 ft] - 20t+1 E[ft+11 ft] + Rt+1 = 
= Pt+1(ft+C)2[(1-Yt)2 e2JL+2a~ + y;e2ì..+2a~ + 2Yt(1-Yt) e'·+J!+o.s(af+a~>]-
- 20t+1 (ft+C )[ ( 1-Yt) e J!+o.sar + Yt e ì..+o.sa~ ] + Rt+1 
where in the first equality (IH) has been used and in the third equality (11) and 
(12) have been used. 
Reordering the long expression it comes out that: 
(15) E[ J(ft+1, t+1) l ft] = Lt y? + Mt Yt + Nt = 'P(Yt) 
where: 
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lf it can be shown that L1 > O, a unique minimum Z*t and a corresponding 
opti mal investment decision y*t do exist, such that: 
and: 
(19) 
(20) 
We assume for the moment that L1 >O. Later it will be shown that this inequality 
actually holds. 
By substituting (16), (17) and (18) in (20), we obtain: 
(21) 
where: 
(22) O't=2HcPt+1 +2KOt+1 
with: 
(23) 
40 
(24) 
(25) 
Equation (10) becomes now: 
(26) J(ft, t)= minyJC(t) + yE[J(ft+1, t+ 1)lft]] = minYt [(ft - Ft )
2 + yE[J(ft+1 , t+ 1)1ft ]] = 
= (frFt)2 + yminYt [E[J(ft+1 , t+ 1)lft]] = (ft-Ft)
2 + y M*t = Ptf? -20tft + Rt 
where: 
(27) Pt = 1+ yP't Rt = F/ + yR't 
with P' t and O' t given by (22) above, which is exactly (TH). 
lt remains to show that Lt >O or, equivalently, Pt+1[ ... ] >O, as (ft+c)
2> O. 
The following holds: 
[e 2~+2a~ + e 21..+20'~ - 2e À+~+0.5( a~ +a~) l = (e ~+a~ - e ì..+a~ )2 + 2e ~+À+a~ +a~ -2e ~+1..+0.5( a~ +a~) = 
lt remains to analyse the sign of Pt+1. Using (22) and (27}, we obtain: 
Pt+1 = 1 + yHPt+2 
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Observing that H>O, y>O and PN=e>O it follows that 
Pt+1 >O, 
so that 
Lt>O 
for any t. 
OPTIMAL INVESTMENT STRATEGY 
lt is now possible to determina the optimal investment strategy by substituting 
{16) and {17) in {19). This leads to: 
(28) 
w 
D 
where the sequences {Pt} and {Qt} are given recursively by: 
(29) P t = 1 +yHPt+1 
with PN and QN given by (14), H, K and D given by (23), (24) and (25) above 
and V and W given by: 
(30) 
(31) 
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SOME COMMENTS ABOUT Y*t 
lt is possible to rewrite (28) schematically as: 
(28b) * (f)_ a e 
y t t - b( ft + c) d 
where a, b, c, dande do not depend on ft. 
Looking at the sign of the coefficients a and b it can be seen that b>O by 
construction, as D>O and Pt>O for every t (it was shown in the proof that Lt > O, 
and we note in fact that Lt = Pt+1 D (ft+c)2). lnstead, the sign of a is not so 
certain, as it depends on the sign of Ot (noting that V>O). However, in ali the 
simulations carried out in this work the sign of the resulting Ot is positive for 
every t. 
Thus, differentiating y*t with respect to ft, assuming that Ot> O we obtain: 
(32) 
Therefore, looking at the optimal investment strategy it follows that for a fixed 
point of time and everything else being equal, the percentage of the fund to be 
invested in the high-risk asset decreases as the fund itself increases. This could 
appear surprising if one considers low values of t, looking at the beginning of 
the membership, when the generai criterion should be to increase as much as 
possible the fund. However, this result is reasonable and intuitive when one 
considers the choice of the "cost" functions C(t) that are to be minimised: 
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far t = 1, 2, ... , N-1 
an d far t =N. 
This means that once the interim target has been reached the investment 
strategy requires that one maintains it and this implies that the share to be 
invested in the high-risk asset decreases as ft increases. This feature has also 
been reported by Cairns (1997) and Owadally (1998) in the context of a defined 
benefit pension scheme (see chapter 2). 
In arder to generalise this result and hence find a generai feature far the optimal 
investment strategy, it should be investigated under what assumptions the 
coefficient a is positive. 
As special case, we consider the last investment decision, y*N-1: 
(33) 
where the boundary condition (14) has been implemented. Far the particular 
case of the risk-free asset (cr1 =O), one notes that: 
Y*N-1 =Q if 
This is an intuitive result, since it would be sensible to stop completely investing 
in the high-risk asset when investing in the risk-free one would lead exactly to 
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the final target. Again, a corresponding result has been reported by Owadally 
(1998). 
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CHAPTER4: 
OPTIMAL INVESTMENT STRATEGIES 
FRAMEWORK: PARAMETERS VALUES 
The derived formulae have been implemented by carrying out many 
simulations, in arder to understand what could be the resulting optimal 
investment strategy in a real context. Another important issue is the effect of 
implementing the optimal investment decisions on the net replacement ratio 
achieved by the member at retirement. Both of these points will be dealt with 
after discussing the simulations. 
The model contains many parameters. In this investigation, a choice among the 
parameters has been made in order to separate the more significant from the 
lesser ones: these latter have been fixed in the simulation whereas the more 
relevant ones have been varied in arder to test the sensitivity of the model and 
to study the behaviour of results in different situations. 
FIXED PARAMETERS 
fo: initial value paid in the fund. 
On grounds of simplicity it has been assumed that the member joins the 
scheme without a transfer value, so that fo =O in the formulae. The assumption 
is obviously true only in the case N = 40, as it is very unlikely that the member 
has past service elsewhere. In the other cases, and especially with a high value 
of N, the assumption could not be considered realistic, as the member could 
have joined other pension schemes in the past. However, the problem of 
transferring the past position may have been solved in some way other than by 
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transfer value, e.g. by leaving the accumulated contributions in the previous 
scheme or by receiving a lump sum. Furthermore, it has to be noticed that in 
some countries like ltaly occupational pension schemes have not been 
completely developed yet 1 and when they will start to be operative a situation 
like the one here assumed will be the normal one at the beginning, the transfer 
value being zero for any joining member, regardless of the age. 
c: contribution rate. 
The value of the contribution rate has been chosen equal to 12o/o. There are two 
main reasons that have led to this value. Firstly, this value has been chosen in 
other investigations like Knox, 1993 and Booth & Yakoubov, 1998. Secondly, 
the recent laws in ltaly which regulate the development of occupational pension 
schemes fix at 11.43o/o the maximum contribution rate that allows taxation relief 
for both the employer an d the employee2. Thus, the chosen value of 12o/o could 
be seen as a maximum value for the contribution rate in the ltalian case. 
Furthermore, as it will shown later, this value leads to results that are too high in 
the case of very long future membership (40 years to retirement) and rates of 
the return that are not too low, as it leads potentially to an excessively high net 
replacement ratio achieved by the member at retirement, i. e. a net replacement 
ratio of over 90o/o. lt will be shown that in certain cases the likely net 
replacement ratio achieved is over 1 OOo/o, which is an unacceptable result and 
means that the contribution rate of 12% assumed was too high. 
e : weight given to the final target. 
The value of the parameter e has been chosen equal to 2, while we note that 
the weight for the interim targets is 1. In arder to verify the robustness of the 
results, other simulations have been carried out with other values of e (e = 1, 3) 
1 For the reasons why pension funds in ltaly have many difficulties in starting see for example 
Fomero, 1998. 
2 In particular, there is taxation relief both for the employee and the employer up to 2% of salary 
(which implies that employer and employee pay in the fund up to 4% of the salary), and, in 
addition, a quote of up to 7.43% of the salary should be paid in the fund from the so-called 
"TFR", see ltalian laws (note 3 of chapter 1 ). 
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and the results (which will be presented in the results, see Figures 8 and 9) lead 
to very similar conclusions. 
y : inter-temporal discount factor. 
The value of the inter-temporal discount factor has been chosen equal to 0.95. 
For the same reasons as before other values have been tested (y = 0.8, 1) and 
the results appear to be very similar (see Figures 1 O and 11 ). 
FUTURE SERVICE ANO RATES OF RETURN: CONSTRUCTION OF 
DIFFERENT SCENARIOS 
Once some of the parameters have been fixed, like fo, c, e, and y, the sensitivity 
of the results has been investigated by carrying out the simulations choosing 
different values for the other parameters of the model. These other parameters 
are the length of future service and the parameters of the distribution of rates of 
return. By combining different values of N, f.l, A., cr1 and cr2 different scenarios 
have been constructed, as is described below. 
N: lenqth of future membership. 
The length of future membership has bee n chosen equal to 1 O, 20, 30 and 40 
years. By choosing different values for N it is possible to compare different 
generations of employees, the time to retirement being obviously linked to the 
member's age. As will be explained in chapter 5, not only a comparison 
between different generations has been done, but also an investigation into the 
mortality trend has been carried out. In fact, it has been assumed that the 
member joins the scheme in the year 2000 and that people with 1 O years to 
retirement were born in 1948, with 20 years in 1958, with 30 years in 1968 and 
with 40 years in 1978 (allowing fora Normal Retirement Age of 62). 
u, A.. cr1. cr2: mean and standard deviation of the rates of return. 
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We recall from the specification of the model (see chapter 3) that the low-risk 
asset return is assumed to be normal with a mean of Il and a standard deviation 
of a1, while the high-risk asset retum is normal with mean À and standard 
deviation a2. 
A "base" scenario has been chosen with Il = 4o/o, À = 6o/o, a1 = So/o and a2 = 
1So/o. The choice of the values for the mean has been made according to other 
works and in particular the recent authoritative work by Thornton & Wilson 
(1992) which fixes between 4% and 6o/o the "best estimate" of real rates of 
return recommended to actuaries in valuing pension schemes in the UK. The 
choice of the values for the standard deviation has been made taking into 
account data used in other researches (see for example Knox, 1993, 
Khorasanee, 199S, Cairns, 1996, and Luenberger, 1998), who consider the 
historic volatility of equities in UK and Australia. lt has been tempted to average 
the different values corresponding to UK and Australia, the volatility being 
historically higher in UK than in Australia (and in most other countries). 
The base scenario can be called either "norma/ volatility" or "norma/ mean': 
depending from which point of view it is considered. The volatility and the mean 
have been changed and the following scenarios have been created (where the 
norma l case is reported on grounds of completeness of exposition): 
1. Norma/ volatility (norma/ mean), with Il = 4o/o, À = 6o/o, a 1 = So/o and cr2 = 1So/o 
2. Low volatility, with Il= 4o/o, À = 6o/o, a 1 = 2.5o/o and cr2 = 10% 
3. High volatility, with Jl = 4o/o, À = 6o/o, a1 = 1 Oo/o and cr2 = 20o/o 
4. Mixed volatility, 
S. Lowmean, 
6. Mixed mean, 
7. Riskless & risky, 
with Jl = 4o/o, À = 6o/o, 0"1 = 2.5o/o and 0"2 = 20% 
with Jl = 2o/o, À = 4o/o, a1 = So/o and cr2 = 15o/o 
with Jl = 2o/o, À = Bo/o, a1 = So/o and a2 = 1So/o 
with Jl = 2o/o, À = 6o/o, a1 = Oo/o and a2 = 1So/o 
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lt should be noted that the volatility and the mean have been chosen in such a 
way that it is passible ta isolate the effect of changing the risk level or the 
expected return af the assets. In fact, it is passible, by comparing scenarios 2 
and 4, ta study the effect af changing the volatility of the high-risk asset, 
everything else being the same. Similarly, it is passible ta study the effect of 
changing the volatility of the low-risk asset by comparing 3 and 4, and the effect 
af changing the mean of the high-risk asset by comparing 5 and 6. 
The 7 scenarios above described have been applied to the 4 different 
membership lengths (N=10, 20, 30, 40) and for each of the 28 cases 
considered 1 000 simulations ha ve been carried out, by generating for N years 
normally distributed random rates of returns with the corresponding parameters 
J.l, A., cr1 and cr2. 
ANAL YSIS OF RESUL TS: TWO DIFFERENT POINTS OF VIEW 
The results of the simulations can give different types of infarmation, which can 
be af interest ta different kinds af stakehalders. 
On the ane hand, it is passible to study the trend af the y*t aver the N years af 
membership, which tells what shauld be the aptimal investment strategy to 
adopt aver time and specifically every year. This issue is of concern to the 
investment manager, and alsa to the member in case he/she is given the 
passibility to chase his/her risk profile. 
On the other hand the member af the scheme will be more concerned abaut the 
final fund obtained when retires, and abaut the corresponding pension rate 
received by converting this fund in annuity, finally about the net replacement 
ratio achieved (where by "net replacement ratio" it is meant the ratio between 
the initial pension rate and the final salary). The trustees will be also interested 
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in the net replacement ratio promised (but not guaranteed) and in that achieved 
and in their comparison, the reasons being the credibility of the scheme to the 
members, the competition with other pension schemes, the choice of the 
investment manager and also the evaluation of the accuracy of the model. The 
net replacement ratio is therefore another important piece of information to 
extract from the simulations. 
INVESTMENT STRATEGY: THE TRENO OF THE Y*t 
For each of the 7 scenarios above described and for each membership length N 
we present two graphs that illustrate the behaviour of y*t over ti me. The first one 
reports the minimum, the maximum and different percentiles (5th, 25th, 5oth, 75th, 
and 95th) of y*t for any t, the second one reports the mean and the standard 
deviation of y*t aver the 1000 simulations. The graphs are divided into 
scenarios: in Fig. 1 there is the normal volatility (or normal mean) case, Fig. 2 
reports the low volatility case, Fig. 3 the high volatility case, Fig. 4 the mixed 
volatility case, Fig. 5 the low mean case, Fig. 6 the mixed mean case, while Fig. 
7 the riskless & risky case. 
lt is now timely to note that the curves that appear in the graphs are not real 
investment strategies, as each single point of the curve is a percentile of the 
distribution of the y*t over the 1000 simulations and it may well be that 
percentiles with different t belong to different simulated strategies. Therefore, it 
is imprecise to consider the moments and percentiles illustrated as they were of 
the distributions of the strategies, where by strategy we mean the resulting set 
of {y*th=o .... ,N-1 from a single simulation. However, if the y*t decrease over time, 
so does on average the single strategy in its whole, and if the value of the y*t 
presents a high volatility, so does the value of the single strategy and in the 
following we will speak about strategies instead of single yearly investment 
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decision, as the imprecision is largely compensated by the intuition and 
understanding of the results. 
The mai n result found is that y*t is always decreasing aver time, for every N and 
in every scenario. This means that the resulting optimal investment strategy 
implies investing the portfolio mainly in the high-risk asset at the beginning, 
switching more or less gradually from the high-risk to the low-risk one after 
some years and investing mainly in the low-risk in the years before retirement. 
This result, as we will stress later, confirms the validity of the "lifestyle method", 
largely adopted by the defined contribution pension schemes in the UK. This 
approach consists of investing the whole fund in equities at the beginning of 
membership and switching the portfolio from equities into bonds and cash in the 
last 5-1 O years before retirement. 
Two criteria have been then used in analysing the trend of the strategies and 
their dependance on the parameters, which are N, J.l, À, cr1 and cr2: 
1) aggressiveness of the strategy: a strategy is aggressive if the share to be 
invested in the high-risk asset is close to 1 at the beginning (close to 
retirement that share will be low, due to the decreasing trend of y*t), 
meaning a high level of the y*t in the first years of membership; 
2) diversification of the strategy between the 2 assets: a strategy is well 
diversified if the curve decreases gradually towards zero, as in this case the 
y*t lies mainly between O and 1, implying a portfolio invested in both of the 
assets; a less diversified strategy implies that the curve decreases steeply 
from 1 to O, meaning that the portfolio is invested entirely in the high-risk 
asset at the beginning, diversified between the 2 assets while decreasing 
and entirely invested in the low-risk asset at the end: the steeper the slope 
the lower the number of years in which the portfolio is diversified. 
Results: aggressiveness. 
The results are summarised and commented as follows: 
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• the strategies are more aggressive as N increases. 
Looking at the 40 years case it is possible to notice that in ali scenarios So/o of 
the strategies have y*t = 1 for any e. Looking at the 10 years case, in ali 
scenarios but one (Fig. 6), in 75o/o of the strategies y*t is well below 80°/o from 
the 3rd year and from the 1st year onwards it rapidly reduces towards O. 
This result is reasonable, as the closer to retirement the member is, the shorter 
the time to recover from adverse outcomes in the experienced rates of return, 
therefore the less risky the strategy to be adopted, and vice versa. 
• the strategies are more aggressive as the volatility of both assets decreases. 
Looking at the graphs reporting the mean of the {y*t} it is possible to see that: 
- with N = 40 the mean of y*t is 1 for the first 3 years in the high volatility case 
(look at Fig. 3), it is 1 for the first 7 years in the normal and mixed volatility 
case (Figs. 1 and 4), it is 1 for the first 11 years in the low volatility case (Fig. 
2); 
- with N = 30, similarly, the mean is 1 for the frrst 2 years with high volatility, 
for the frrst 4 years with normal and mixed volatility, for the first 6 years with 
low volatility~ 
- with N = 20 the mean is 1 for the first year with high volatility, for the first 2 
years with norma l and mixed volatility, for the first 3 years with low volatility; 
- with N = 1 O the mean for the first year is below the level of 45o/o with high 
volatility, is below 70% with normal and mixed volatility, whereas it is 1 in the 
first year with low volatility. 
This result is reasonable, as the higher the volatility of the high-risk asset, the 
less confident will be the investment manager in investing the whole portfolio in 
that asset, and vice versa. However, the normal volatility and the mixed volatility 
3 The reader should be aware of the imprecision of this statement and of the followings ones, as 
explained at the beginning of this paragraph. 
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case present the same degree of aggressiveness, intermediate between the 
high and the low volatility case. This means that the aggressiveness of the 
portfolio is linked to the volatility of both assets, thus to the volatility of the 
portfolio: the more volatile the portfolio the less aggressive the strategy. 
A fuller discussion about the high-volatility strategies will be provided later, 
when the aspect of portfolio diversification will be considered. 
• the strategies are more aggressive as the mean of both assets increases. 
Similarly to the analysis above, it is possible by comparing Figures 1 and 5 to 
see that: 
- with N = 40 the mean of y*t is 1 far the first 7 years in the normal mean case, 
it is 1 far the first 6 years in the low mean case; 
- with N= 30 the mean is 1 far the first 4 years in the norma l mean case, it is 
1 far the first 3 years in the low mean case; 
- with N = 20 the mean is 1 far the first 2 years in the normal mean case, it is 
1 far the first year in the low mean case; 
- with N = 10 the mean is below 70o/o in the normal mean case, it is below 
60°/o in the low mean case. 
The result is the converse of the results concerning volatility, as lowering the 
mean of both assets leaving their volatility unchanged is equivalent to raising 
the volatility of both assets leaving their mean unchanged, in terms of the 
retation between mean and standard deviation of the assets returns. Thus, the 
comparison between Figures 1 and 3 is equivalent to the comparison between 
Figures 1 and 5 and the same comments as above apply. 
• the strategies are more aggressive as the mean of the low-risk asset 
decreases and the mean of the high-risk asset increases. that is when the 
gap between u and À increases. 
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lt is possible to see that the mixed mean scenario (Fig 6), with Jl = 4°/o and 'A= 
6%, is the most aggressive of ali scenarios and the riskless & risky scenario 
(Fig. 7), with Jl = 2o/o and 'A = 6°/o, is the second most aggressive one. This 
feature is particularly evident in the 1 O years case, where at least 25o/o of the y*t 
are above 60o/o stili in the 5th year (i.e. 5 years before retirement) in the mixed 
mean case and above 60o/o in the 4th year in the riskless & risky case, whereas 
in the normal case the 95% of the y*t are below 50% already from the 2"d year. 
The explanation of this result is clear as far as the mixed mean case is 
concerned. The share to be invested in the high-risk asset obviously increases 
if its expected return increases, leaving the volatility the same, and also the 
share to be invested in the low-risk decreases if its mean decreases, with the 
same volatility. The good degree of aggressiveness manifested by the riskless 
& risky case is due to the gap between Jl and 'A, even though the low-risk asset 
has become a riskless one. 
Results: diversification. 
The results are summarised and commented on as follows: 
• the strategies are more diversified as the volatility of both assets increases. 
The siepe of the curves is less steep in the high volatility case (Fig. 3) than in ali 
other cases: the strategies seem to stabilise after few years around a certain 
percentage (the number of years depending on the time to retirement N), in the 
range 25%-30o/o. That means that an average the share to be invested in the 
high-risk asset is X - 1/3 of the portfolio unti l retirement. The slope of the curves 
is very steep in the low volatility case (Fig. 2), the normal and mixed case (Figs. 
1 and 4) being intermediate situations. The riskless & risky scenario (Fig. 7) 
presents the less diversified strategy, with slope of the curve nearly vertical. 
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This feature ca n be explained as follows. l n the case of low volatility of both 
assets, the optimal strategy is to invest the whole fund immediately in the high-
risk asset in arder to approach the target. Once the target has been reached 
(which should not be difficult because of the relatively low volatility of the asset) 
it is then better to maintain the fund close to the target using the low-risk asset, 
which offers lower volatility allowing a more defensive policy. This phenomenon 
is particularly evident in the riskless & risky case. 
In the case of high volatility of both assetsl it is not cautious to invest the whole 
portfolio in one asset only. Firstlyl it is more difficult to reach the target using the 
high-risk asset due to its relatively high volatilityl secondly, the maintenance of 
the position is not guaranteed by investing the fund in the low-risk asset due 
again to its high volatility. Furthermorel a diversification strategy is also suitable 
in order to lower the high volatility of the portfolio4 . 
• the strategies are more diversified as N increases. 
The slope of the curves is less steep with N = 1 O l 20 than with N = 30 l 40 in the 
same scenario. This is a phenomenon which happens in each scenario. 
This result is reasonable, as the shorter the time to retirement, the lower 
portfolio volatility is desirable and by diversifying it is possible to lower the 
portfolio variance, as explained above. 
4 lt is reminded that the "diversification effect" is such that by investing a portfolio properly in 2 
assets with return volatility cr1<a2 it is possible to have the portfolio volatility lower than 0'1, 
provided that the linear correlation coefficient p is such that p~cr1/a2 In this model the assets 
are independent, therefore p=O satisfies that condition and it possible with an appropriate mix 
between the asset to lower the volatility of the portfolio. lt is beyond the scope of this work 
investigate what should be the mix which gives the minimum variance portfolio of this portfolio 
selection problem, but this could be a proposal for further research. 
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SENSITIVITY ANAL YSIS OF THE FIXED PARAMETERS 
At the beginning of this chapter, consideration was given to fixing some of the 
parameters of the model. A sensitivity analysis has been carried out changing 
the values of some of these parameters in order to test the appropriateness of 
the previous choices. 
lt is reminded that the fixed parameters have the following values: 
fo =O 
C= 12o/o 
e=2 
y = 0.95 
The sensitivity analysis has been done by changing the values of e and y, in 
particular choosing e = 1, 3 and y = 0.8, 1. The simulations have been carried 
out considering the base scenario only. 
The results are reported in graphs constructed in the same way as before. Fig. 
8 reports the graphs relative to the case e = 1, Fig. 9 the case e = 3, Fig. 1 O the 
case y = 0.8, Fig. 11 the case y = 1. 
The graphs show trends very similar to the normal volatility case (in Figure 1), 
suggesting that the choice of the parameters e and y does not affect materially 
the resulting optimal investment strategies. 
lt could be of interest to test the response of the model to changes also in the 
value of the transferred value f0, which would apply to the case of members 
transferring in from other schemes. 
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FIG.1 - NORMAL VOLA TILITY: INVESTMENT STRA TEGIES 
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FIG 2- LOW VOLATILITY: INVESTMENT STRATEGIES 
Y*(t), low volatility, 10 years 
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FIG 3- HIGH VOLATILITY: INVESTMENT STRATEGIES 
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FIG 4- MIXED VOLATILITY: INVESTMENT STRATEGIES 
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FIG 5- LOW MEAN: INVESTMENT STRATEGIES 
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FIG 6- MIXED MEAN: INVESTMENT STRATEGIES 
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FIG 7- RISKLESS & RISKY: INVESTMENT STRATEGIES 
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FIG. 8- SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS: THETA = 1 
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FIG. 9- SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS: THETA = 3 
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FIG.10- SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS: GAMMA= 0.8 
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FIG. 11- SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS: GAMMA= 1 
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CHAPTER 5: NET REPLACEMENT RATIO 
INVESTMENT RISK ANO ANNUITY RISK: 2 DIFFERENT WAYS OF 
COMPARING ACTUAL NET REPLACEMENT RATIO ANO TARGET 
Once the member of the defined contribution pension scheme reaches 
retirement, the fund is converted into an immediate annuity, which is the 
resulting pension. lt is well known (see for example Knox, 1993, Khorasanee, 
1998, Booth & Yakoubov, 1998) that the member, who has already bome the 
investment risk during the accumulation period, which is the risk that the returns 
experienced during his/her membership have been too low leading to a low final 
fund (see also chapter 1), now bears the annuity risk1. This is the risk that the 
rate used in the conversion of the capitai in annuity is too low, leading to a low 
pension rate. The actual conversion rate used to calculate the annuity is directly 
linked to the current market yields, and so the perceived pension will strongly 
depend on the level of the markets rates at retirement. In this work we tempt to 
separate the investment risk from the annuity risk. 
T o estimate the degree to which the investment risk has affected the results it is 
sufficient to compare the values of fN and FN, i. e. the actual final fund with the 
target. In the case of unfavourable retums, the comparison will give fN < FN, 
whereas the target will be reached and even exceeded in the case of normal or 
favourable market returns. Although the comparison between fN and FN is 
certainly the most correct one, it is recognised that the member will be more 
concerned about the comparison between the actual net replacement ratio 
achieved and the one promised N years before. Therefore it seems convenient 
1 In arder to avoid confusion, it seems important to specify that in the insurance context the term 
annuity risk is atso referred to the risk that the insurer bears in paying the annuity to the 
policyholder until he/she survives. We do not use the term "annuity risk" with this meaning but in 
the sense explained above. 
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to transform both the target and the actual fund in the corresponding net 
replacement ratio, as already dane in chapter 3. lt is reminded that the net 
replacement ratio target is: 
Q 
(1) BN = FN l L n Ex = FN l ax, 
n=1 
where x is the retirement age cf the member, nEx is calculated using appropriate 
mortality tables and v=e -~+o.sof as a discount factor, n is the extreme age 
contemplated by the tables and BN is the pension rate, which coincides with the 
net replacement ratio, since we have assumed that SN = 1. 
As the investment risk affects fN only, it is possible to study the effect cf the 
investment risk by converting the actual final fund into annuity in the same way: 
Q 
(2) bN = fN l L n Ex = fN l ax 
n=1 
bN is called "expected net replacement ratio", as the annuity has been 
calculated using the expected rate cf retum from the low-risk asset. 
The comparison between bN and BN gives an indication cf the investment risk, 
as it reduces to the comparison between fN and F N, everything else being equa l. 
As explained above the real annuity will be calculated by the insurer using the 
current market investment returns. Therefore, a more realistic way of calculating 
the annuity will take into account the simulated rates of return cf the low-risk 
asset in the years preceding retirement. 
A new element has been introduced: 
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(3) 
Q 
bN = fN l L n Ex = fN l ax 
n=1 
where n Ex has been calculated using v= e-ii+O.scr; with: 
(4) ji = max( average(jiN-s, jiN_4 , .•. jiN_1 ) ,2o/o) , 
in the first 4 scenarios, where Jl = 4o/o, 
(4a) ji = max( average(jiN-s, jiN_4 , ... jiN_1 ) ,1 °/o) , 
in the last 3 scenarios, where f.l = 2%, and in ali scenarios, 
(5) 
iit being the simulated return from the low-risk asset in year [t, t+1]. 
The new element bN is called "experienced n et replacement ratio", as in its 
calculation the past experienced returns have been taken into account in the 
coefficients ji and a~ . lt has been decided to consider the returns experienced 
in the last 5 years in the calculation of the mean instead of the last year only, in 
arder to eliminate the effect of very low simulated values. Far the same reason 
the value of 1o/o or 2o/o, depending an the mean of the low-risk asset, has been 
imposed as a minimum interest rate to use in the conversion. The standard 
deviation has been calculated considering the standard deviation experienced 
aver the whole working life of the member (N years) rather than a shorter period 
in arder to avoid unreasonable values. 
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The comparison between bN and BN gives a measure of both the investment 
and the annuity risk, as it contains the comparison between fN and FN and also 
between Bx and ax. 
lt is therefore clear that by comparing bN and bN it is possible to isolate the 
effect of the annuity risk, the difference between the two net replacement ratios 
being only the discount factor used in converting the final fund into annuity, v in 
the former case (that is the simulated rate), v in the latter one (that is the 
expected one ). 
ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT AGE, MORTALITY ANO JOINING DATE OF THE 
MEMBER (THE ITALIAN CONTEXT) 
In arder to apply the work in a realistic scenario, it has been assumed in the 
simulations that the member joins the scheme in year 2000 and that the 
retirement age is 62, due to continuously developing laws in ltaly, which are 
increasing the retirement age fixing it in the range 60 - 65. With these 
assumptions, it follows that the member with 10 year to retirement was born in 
1948, with 20 years to retirement was born in 1958, with 30 years to retirement 
was born in 1968 and with 40 years to retirement was born in 1978. 
The choice of the year 2000 is due also to the fact that ltalian pension schemes 
are at the moment at an early stage of their development, as already underlined 
in chapter1. 
The choice of having individuals of different generations has been dane also in 
arder to allow for mortality trend in the analysis of the liabilities af the pension 
scheme. For this reasons the mortality table used in the conversion of the 
accumulated fund into annuity in the simulations is the ltalian projected mortality 
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table (RGS48), which takes into account the projected mortality of individuals 
stili alive. 
ANAL YSIS OF RESUL TS: PROBABILITY OF FAILING THE TARGET 
The following table reports the probability of failing in ali the scenarios and in 
both cases of expected and experienced net replacement ratio. 
Table 1: probability of failing the target 
Nonna l Lo w High Mi x ed Low Mi x ed Riskless 
volatility volatility volatility volatility mean mean & risky 
-Pr( b10 < B1o) 54.40o/o 55.30% 56.90°/o 66.50o/o 53.60o/o 55.70% 91.70o/o 
Pr(b1o < B1o) 64.90% 66.80°/o 64.40o/o 87.70% 66.50°/o 65.80% 91.70% 
-Pr( b20 < B2o) 55.20% 51.30% 57.90% 65.20% 54.60% 55.40°/o 57.60% 
Pr(b2o < B2o) 59.70°/o 45.40°/o 62.80o/o 74.60o/o 55.20°/o 58.20o/o 57.60o/o -Pr( b30 < B3o) 55.20% 47.00% 56.00°/o 62.90% 57.30% 50.60% 50.50% 
Pr(b3o < B3o) 44.90o/o 34.60o/o 44.90o/o 41.80o/o 63.20°/o 44.00o/o 50.50°/o -Pr( b40 <Beo) 55.00o/o 43.20o/o 58.30% 57.50o/o 55.70o/o 47.00% 51.40% 
Pr(b40 < 840) 49.90% 35.90o/o 61.30o/o 55.50o/o 59.90o/o 41.90% 51.40o/o 
lt is of interest to notice the range of the values of Table 1 : except in 5 of the 56 
cases the figures fall in the range 40o/o-70o/o, the exceptions taking values 
around 35%, 75%, and 90o/o. The probability of failing the target seems to be 
generally high, and this could be very problematic in terms of credibility of the 
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pension scheme, if the previously calculated targets are promised (in some 
sense) to the me m ber at the joining of the scheme. 
By looking more deeply at the figures it is possible to study the behaviour of the 
probability of failing the target when N increases, fixing the scenario (ie the 
columns of Table 1). The results are as follows: 
• In the low volatility, mixed volatility and mixed mean scenarios, the 
probability of failing the target decreases as N increases, in both the cases 
of the expected net replacement ratio and experienced net replacement 
ratio. 
• In the normal volatility and high volatility scenarios the probability of failing 
the target is stable around the percentage of 55% as N increases in the case 
of the experienced net replacement ratio; it is decreasing from N= 1 O unti l 
N=30 in the case of expected net replacement ratio, then it slightly increases 
as N=40. 
• In the riskless & risky scenario the net replacement ratio expected and 
experienced are obviously coincident, as the low risk asset used as 
conversion rate is now riskless leading to v = v. The probability of failing the 
target is decreasing until N=30, then it slightly increases as N=40, as seen in 
the previous case. 
• In the low mean scenario the probability of failing the target is stable around 
55o/o when N increases in the case of experienced net replacement ratio, 
while it shows no trend with N in the case of expected net replacement ratio. 
The decreasing trend of the probability of failing the target as the time to 
retirement increases observed in many cases is reasonable: the longer the time 
to retirement the easier is the achievement of the target, as there is more time 
to react properly to unfavourable market scenarios. The highest values of the 
Table 1 are to be found in fact in the 10 years case, where the figures are 
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spread in the range of 53.60o/o - 91. 70o/o, the latter being the value of the 
riskless & risky scenario. Note the low value of f..l in this scenario, equal to 2o/o. 
A comparison is also possible between different scenarios, fixing N (ie the rows 
of Table 1). The results are as follows: 
• For ali the ages except N=1 O, the lowest probability of failing the target is in 
the low volatility scenario, for both cases of expected and experienced net 
replacement ratio. In the 1 O years case, the minimum value is in the low 
mean scenario. 
• For both cases of expected net replacement ratio and experienced net 
replacement ratio in the 1 O years case, the highest probability of failing the 
target is in the riskless and risky scenario ( equal, as observed above, to 
91. 70o/o). 
• For N=20 and 30, the highest probability of failing the target is to be found in 
the mixed volatility scenario, the only exception being for N=30 and 
expected net replacement ratio, whose maximum value is in the low mean 
scenario. 
• For N=40, the maximum value is in the high volatility scenario, for both 
cases of expected net replacement ratio and experienced net replacement 
ratio. 
• Forali values of N the values of the normal volatility scenario and the high 
volatility scenario are similar, and in nearly ali cases the value of the low 
mean scenario is similar to this common value2. 
• For many values of N (but not ali the values), the figures of the low volatility 
scenario are similar to those of the mixed mean scenario, especially when 
time to retirement is short. 
2 lt is reminded from chapter 4 that the low mean and the high volatility scenario are similar in 
terms of relations between mean and standard deviation of asset returns. 
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The explanation why the lowest figures are to be found in the low volatility 
scenario recalls the explanation given in chapter 4 when it was found that the 
less diversified investment strategies are in the low volatility case: with low 
volatility of both assets the investment manager will probably invest the whole 
fund immediately in the high-risk asset in arder to approach the target. The 
achievement of the target should not be difficult because of the relatively low 
volatility of the high-risk asset, and then maintain it investing in the low-risk 
asset should also be relatively easy, due again to the very low volatility of the 
low-risk asset. The only exception to this explanation is when time to retirement 
is too short (N=1 O): in this case there is not enough ti me to develop the 
mentioned strategy, as observed above. 
ANAL YSIS OF RESUL TS: EXPECTEO ANO EXPERIENCEO NET 
REPLACEMENT RATIOS ANO THEIR RATIOS WITH THE TARGET 
Tables 2 and 3 that follow report the distribution of bN and bN aver the 1 000 
simulations for any N in each of the 7 scenarios described in chapter 4. The 
tables report, as in the previous analysis of the investment strategies, mean, 
standard deviation, minimum value, maximum value and different percentiles 
(5th, 25th, 50th, 75th and 95th) of the observed distribution. 
Not only the absolute values of bN and bN have been studied, but also the more 
significant ratios bN l BN and bN l BN , which indicate the percentage of the 
target achieved at retirement, allowing comparison between different ages (not 
possible looking at the absolute values of bN and i)N , the targets being 
obviously very different one from the other). 
The tables report also the targets corresponding for each N and each scenario. 
The values of the targets change obviously by age, but also by scenario, as 
both mean and standard deviation of both asset returns are used in calculating 
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the final target. In particular we notice that in the first 4 scenarios, where only 
the volatility varies, the targets are very similar to each other for each N, while in 
the last 3 scenarios, where the mean has been changed, the values are spread 
across a larger range. This is due to the fact that the value of the mean largely 
affects the value of the accumulation factor used in the calculation of FN and 
that of the discount factor used in calculating ax, while the standard deviation 
affects these values very slightly. 
The net replacement targets BN vary in a range of 8°/o-12% for the 1 O years 
case, in a range of 19o/o-33o/o for the 20 years case, in a range of 35o/o-70o/o for 
the 30 years case, in a range of 75o/o-138o/o for the 40 years case. The minimum 
values of these ranges correspond in each case to the low mean scenario 
(which has an obvious explanation, because a low mean for both assets 
reduces FN and increases ax). The range increases significantly with N, as one 
would expect, the exponential accumulation law having been used. 
In particular, with N = 40 the values of BN are very high, exceeding 1 OOo/o in 4 to 
7 cases (scenarios 1, 2, 3 and 4) and reaching 96o/o in 1 of the remaining 3 
cases (scenario 6). These values are unacceptable from a practical point of 
view, as it is usual to consider 70o/o-80o/o as the highest net replacement ratio 
achievable at retirement. In practice, in a situation like this, the actuary would 
lower the contribution rate, reducing in this way the final target to a reasonable 
figure. In this simulation, the contribution rate has not been reduced and we 
present ali the results for the 40 years case, aware that this is an unrealistic 
situation. 
The targets have been approximated by rounding down the figures for N=20, 
30, 40. For the 10 years case instead, the approximation keeps also the first 
decimai figure, as the targets are very low (the range being 8o/o-12o/o) and 
rounding of 1 o/o seems to be too high and would probably strongly affect the 
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results3. The same approximation has been used in calculating the previous 
probabilities of failing the target. 
In Tables 2 and 3 "bNt" stays for bN, "bN" stays for bN. and BN stays for BN. 
3 
In particular a strong approximation to the nearest number below, as the one that we would 
have if we rounded down the figures al so in the 1 O years case, leads to overestimated values of 
the achieved net replacement ratios, or, Jooking the other way round, to underestimated 
probabilities of failing the target. Therefore one should be aware that ali the results here 
presented are overestimated in terms of net replacement ratios, although very slightly. 
TABLE2: SCENARIOS 1, 2, 3, 4: TARGETS, EXPECTED, EXPERIENCED NET REPLACEMENT RATIOS ANO THEIR RATIOS 
NORMAL VOLATILITY 810: 11,80% 820 31,00% 830 64,00% 840 122,00% 
b10t b10t/B10 b10 b10/B10 b20t b20t/B20 b20 b20/B20 b30t b30t/B30 b30 b30/B30 b40t b40t/B40 b40 b40/B40 
mean o 120 1 015 o 114 0964 0315 1 016 0300 0969 0651 1 017 0618 0966 1264 1036 1 201 0984 
stdev 0034 0289 0011 0095 0098 0316 0044 o 142 0234 0365 o 127 o 198 0520 0426 0308 0253 
5th 0078 0664 0096 0815 o 196 0632 0230 0741 0363 0567 0378 0591 0597 0490 0608 0498 
25th 0092 0778 o 106 0900 0241 o m 0275 0888 0484 0756 0557 0870 0916 0750 1060 0869 
50th o 114 0962 o 114 0964 0297 0959 0302 0973 0609 0951 0624 0975 1 171 0960 1 221 1000 
75th o 142 1203 o 121 1026 0373 1 202 0327 1055 0782 1 221 0693 1 083 1 520 1 246 1 374 1126 
95th o 184 1 558 o 132 1121 0499 1609 0369 1192 1 091 1 705 0806 1 259 2193 1 797 1 669 1 368 
mi n 0055 0463 0068 0579 o 120 0386 o 116 0373 o 111 o 173 o 138 0215 o 147 o 121 o 186 o 153 
max 0251 2128 o 152 1286 0834 2689 0497 1604 1 903 2973 1103 1 723 3891 3189 2496 2046 
LOW VOLATILITY 810 11,70% 820 30,00% 830 60,00% 840 113,00% 
b10t b10t/B10 b10 b10/B10 b20t b20t/B20 b20 b20/B20 b30t b30t/B30 b30 b30/B30 b40t b40t/B40 b40 b40/B40 
mean o 116 0988 o 114 0976 0303 1 011 0300 0999 0615 1 025 0609 1 015 1183 1047 1169 1034 
st.dev. 0018 o 152 0006 0055 0054 o 181 0028 0092 o 129 0216 0079 o 132 0269 0238 o 184 0163 
5th 0088 0752 o 103 0881 0225 0750 0248 0827 0435 0725 0460 0767 0752 0665 0827 0732 
25th o 103 0880 o 111 0948 0264 0881 0288 0959 0524 0874 0575 0958 1003 0888 1 089 0963 
50th o 115 0979 o 115 0981 0299 0996 0302 1008 0608 1 014 0617 1029 1167 1033 1182 1046 
75th o 127 1 083 o 118 1 011 0334 1 112 0316 1 052 0688 1146 0657 1 095 1 357 1 201 1 281 1134 
95th o 147 1 256 o 124 1060 0403 1 345 0338 1128 0845 1 409 0721 1 201 1629 1 442 1 441 1 275 
mi n 0075 0637 0080 0683 o 154 0514 o 169 0563 0241 0401 0264 0440 0399 0353 0372 0329 
max o 178 1 524 o 132 1127 0525 1 749 0384 1 279 1171 1 952 0818 1364 2297 2032 1 880 1664 
HIGH VOLATILITY 810 11,80% 820 3200% 830 69,00% 840 138,00% 
b10t b10t/B10 b10 b10/B10 b20t b20t/B20 b20 b201B20 b30t b30t/B30 b30 b30/B30 b40t b40t/B40 b40 b40/B40 
mean 0134 1136 o 113 0955 0367 1148 0306 0958 0789 1143 0651 0944 1583 1147 1 308 0948 
st.dev. 0073 0622 0020 o 173 0230 0719 0083 0258 0520 0753 0214 0311 1173 0850 0540 0391 
5th 0067 0567 0082 0698 o 160 0499 o 191 0598 0293 0424 0346 0501 0514 0372 0558 0404 
25th 0083 0701 0098 0833 0220 0688 0253 0791 0443 0642 0508 0736 0871 0631 0977 0708 
50th o 108 0913 o 110 0934 0288 0898 0297 0927 0632 0916 0634 0918 1 208 0875 1 250 0906 
75th o 163 1 379 o 124 1053 0444 1 389 0351 1097 0973 1 411 0767 1 112 1930 1 398 1547 1121 
95th 0292 2471 o 151 1280 0845 2641 0458 1 430 1 812 2626 1 031 1494 3755 2721 2241 1624 
mi n 0049 0412 0064 0539 0072 0225 0090 0280 o 112 0163 o 144 0208 0096 0070 o 127 0092 
max 0506 4287 o 186 1580 1673 5227 0751 2346 4747 6880 1 593 2309 10070 7297 4923 3567 
MIXED VOLATILITY 810 12,20% 820 33,00% 830 70,00% 840 137,00% 
b10t b10t/B10 b10 b10/B10 b20t b20t/B20 b20 b20/B20 b30t b30t/B30 b30 b30/B30 b40t b40t/B40 b40 b40/B40 
mean o 115 0943 o 114 0932 0308 0933 0304 0922 0648 0925 0640 0915 1286 0939 1 269 0927 
st.dev. 0019 o 152 0008 0065 0062 o 189 0040 o 122 o 171 0244 o 124 o 177 0395 0289 0327 0239 
5th 0087 0715 0099 0812 0216 0655 0232 0703 0385 0550 0414 0591 0523 o 381 0524 0382 
25th o 102 0834 0109 0894 0265 0802 0286 0868 0538 0769 0587 0838 1075 0785 1154 0842 
50th o 113 0928 o 114 0938 0306 0927 0312 0945 0647 0924 0667 0953 1 309 0956 1 338 0977 
75th o 127 1038 o 119 0976 0347 1051 0330 1 001 0752 1 074 0717 1 024 1533 1 119 1 481 1 081 
95th o 150 1 232 o 126 1031 0416 1 262 0,356 1 078 0942 1 346 0791 1130 1 907 1 392 1 659 1 211 
mi n 0071 0580 0080 0658 0090 0274 0083 0252 o 115 o 165 o 146 0208 o 114 0083 o 126 0092 
max o 183 1,501 o 138 1128 0531 1 608 0396 1200 1 340 1 914 0956 1 365 2590 1 891 2121 1 548 
o 
00 TABLE3: SCENARIOS 1, 5, 6, 7: TARGETS, EXPECTED, EXPERIENCED NET REPLACEMENT RATIOS ANO THEIR RATIOS 
NORMALMEAN 810 1180% 820 31% 830 6400% 840 1 22 
b10t b10t/810 b10 b10/810 b20t b20t/820 b20 b20/820 b30t b30t/830 b30 b30/830 b40t b40t/840 b40 b40/840 
me an o 120 1 015 o 114 0964 0315 1 016 0300 0969 0651 1 017 0618 0966 1264 1036 1 201 0984 
stdev 0034 0289 o 011 0095 0098 0316 0044 o 142 0234 0365 o 127 0198 0520 0426 0308 0253 
5th 0078 0664 0096 0815 o 196 0632 0230 0741 0363 0567 0378 0591 0597 0490 0608 0498 
25th 0092 0778 0106 0900 0241 0777 0275 0888 0484 0756 0557 0870 0916 0750 1060 0869 
50th o 114 0962 o 114 0964 0297 0959 0302 0973 0609 0951 0624 0975 1 171 0960 1 221 1 000 
75th o 142 1 203 o 121 1026 0373 1 202 0327 1 055 0782 1 221 0693 1083 1 520 1 246 1 374 1126 
95th o 184 1 558 o 132 1121 0499 1 609 0369 1192 1 091 1 705 0806 1259 2193 1 797 1 669 1 368 
mi n 0055 0463 0068 0579 o 120 0386 o 116 0373 o 111 o 173 o 138 0215 o 147 o 121 o 186 o 153 
max 0251 2128 o 152 1 286 0834 2689 0497 1 604 1903 2973 1103 1 723 3891 3189 2496 2046 
LOWMEAN 810 8,40% 820 19 00% 830 3500% 840 5800% 
b10t b10t/810 b10 b10/810 b20t b2ot/820 b20 b20/820 b30t b30t/830 b30 b30/830 b40t b40t/840 b40 b40/840 
mean 0088 1 047 0081 0967 0202 1064 o 187 0982 0362 1 035 0331 0946 0598 1 031 0550 0948 
st.dev. 0025 0297 0008 0091 0064 0336 0026 o 136 0128 0366 0061 o 173 0208 0359 o 114 o 196 
5th 0061 0731 0069 0820 o 132 0692 0146 0768 0215 0613 0229 0654 0326 0563 0342 0589 
25th 0069 0826 0076 0910 o 158 0831 o 171 0901 0279 0796 0300 0857 0460 0793 0496 0856 
50th 0081 0960 0081 0967 o 185 0972 o 187 0985 0328 0937 0334 0954 0551 0950 0555 0956 
75th o 100 1195 0086 1024 0235 1 235 0202 1064 0422 1207 0364 1 039 0703 1 213 0616 1062 
95th o 136 1 620 0094 1121 0328 1 724 0228 1198 0599 1 710 0430 1 229 0998 1 721 0723 1 247 
mi n 0049 0585 0056 0661 0074 0389 0084 0440 0079 0226 0090 0257 o 113 o 195 o 129 0223 
max 0240 2857 o 118 1 399 0586 3082 0290 1 526 1 531 4376 0652 1864 1 587 2737 1035 1 785 
MIXEDMEAN 810 9 50% 820 25,00% 830 5000% 840 9600% 
b10t b1ot/810 b10 b10/810 b20t b20t/B20 b20 b20/820 b30t b30t/B30 b30 b30/830 b40t b40t/B40 b40 b40/B40 
mean 0099 1 039 0091 0961 0262 1047 0243 0970 0553 1106 0505 1 011 1080 1125 0990 1 031 
st.dev. 0027 0287 0009 0096 0079 0315 0032 o 128 0184 0367 0077 o 154 0367 0362 o 164 o 171 
5th 0069 0731 0076 0797 o 173 0690 o 181 0724 0347 0695 0376 0753 0706 0735 0765 0796 
25th 0079 0836 0086 0909 0208 0834 0228 0912 0429 0858 0474 0947 0829 0864 0919 0957 
50th 0092 0964 0092 0965 0238 0951 0245 0979 0498 0997 0507 1 014 0988 1029 0983 1024 
75th o 113 1185 0097 1022 0300 1198 0261 1 045 0642 1 284 0546 1 091 1 247 1 299 1 071 1 115 
95th o 149 1 572 o 105 1103 0423 1 693 0289 1158 0914 1 827 0620 1240 1 790 1 864 1 248 1 300 
m in 0044 0465 0045 0471 o 110 0441 o 106 0423 o 179 0358 o 182 0363 o 198 0206 0223 0233 
max 0284 2988 o 132 1 365 0778 3110 0365 1 540 1479 2958 0818 1 636 3797 3955 2120 2208 
RISKLESS & RISKY 810 9,00% 820 2200% 830 42,00% 840 75,00% 
b10t b1ot/B10 b10 b10/B10 b20t b20t/B20 b20 b20/B20 b30t b30t/B30 b30 b30/830 b40t b40t/B40 b40 b40/B40 
mean 0085 0947 0085 0947 o 211 0960 0211 0960 0400 0953 0400 0953 o 712 0950 0712 0950 
st.dev. 0006 0064 0006 0064 0020 0089 0020 0089 0050 o 120 0050 o 120 0100 o 134 0100 o 134 
5th 0074 0828 0074 0828 o 170 0773 o 170 0773 0277 0658 0277 0658 0473 0631 0473 0631 
25th 0084 0931 0084 0931 0209 0949 0209 0949 0402 0958 0402 0958 0727 0969 0727 0969 
50th 0087 0964 0087 0964 0218 0992 0218 0992 0420 1 000 0420 1000 0750 0999 0750 0999 
75th 0089 0987 0089 0987 0223 1 011 0223 1011 0425 1 011 0425 1 011 0755 1 007 0755 1007 
95th 0090 1 003 0090 1003 0225 1 022 0225 1 022 0427 1 017 0427 1 017 0759 1 012 0759 1 012 
m in 0042 0466 0042 0466 0091 o 412 0091 0,412 o 110 0263 o 110 0263 o 143 0190 0143 o 190 
max 0093 1 029 0093 1029 0241 1 095 0241 1 095 0449 1068 0449 1068 0819 1 092 0819 1 092 
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Looking at Tables 2 and 3 we identify the following important features: 
1. The standard deviation of bN is much higher than the standard deviation of 
bN for each scenario and for any value of N: in nearly ali cases it is more 
than double. This variability of the results in the case of experienced net 
replacement ratio indicates that with a variable and past-depending 
conversion rate the final pension can be much higher (the 95th and 75th 
percentiles of the distribution of bN are always higher than the 
corresponding percentiles of bN), but also much lower (the 5th and 25th 
percentiles of the distribution of bN are always lower than the corresponding 
of bN). This highlights the effect of the annuity risk on the final pension, 
which results to be one of the major causes of uncertainty in retirement 
income for the member of defined contribution pension schemes. This is 
probably the mai n result that can be extracted from these tables. 
2. The mean of the ratios bN and bN are very similar for N = 10, 20, 30, 40, 
BN BN 
which indicates that the probability of achieving a certain percentage of final 
target is on average approximately the sa me, regardless of the age and the 
length of future service. This consistency between different generations that 
be surprising. However, it can be explained by noting that the formula for 
the final targets takes into account the duration of future service. 
3. However, looking at the standard deviation of these ratios it is possible to 
see that this increases as N increases. In terms of percentiles this issue 
leads to 5th and 25th percentiles generally decreasing and 75th and 95th 
percentiles generally increasing as N increases. This means that the results 
are more spread out as the time to retirement increases, which is 
reasonable, as the number of possible events and outcomes increases 
exponentially with N. 
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4. The standard deviation of these ratios increases also as the volatility of both 
assets increases and especially as the volatility of the low-risk asset 
increases. The volatility of the high-risk asset affects only the volatility of the 
actual final fund fN while the volatility of the low-risk asset affects also the 
volatility of the annuity ax. Thus, the lowest standard deviation of the ratios 
bN and bN are to be found in the riskless & risky scenario for ali N, 
BN BN 
followed by the low and mixed volatility scenarios, while the highest is in the 
high volatility scenario. 
By looking at the 5th and 25th percentiles of the reported distributions it is 
possible to observe the magnitude of the unfavourable outcomes. The 
discussion that follows will report the results relative to the experienced net 
replacement ratio bN , although a similar discussion may be dane for the 
expected net replacement ratio bN. the results are the following: 
5. As one would expect (see discussion above), the most adverse results are 
to be found in the high volatility scenario. The 5th percentile of the 
distribution of the ratio bN varies between 0.37 (N=40) and 0.56 (N=10), 
BN 
meaning that in the 5% of the simulated cases the achieved net replacement 
ratio does not achieve the 40% of the target in the 40 years case and the 
60o/o of the target in the 1 O years case (the other ages being intermediate 
situations). The 251h percentile varies between 63o/o and 70o/o. lt seems more 
intuitive to illustrate the results in terms of absolute values. 
In the1 O years case, the n.r.r.4 target being 11.80o/o, the results are that in 
So/o of the cases the n.r.r. achieved is less than 6. 70o/o, and in 25% of the 
cases it is less than 8.3o/o5; 
4 By "n. r.r." we mean net replacement ratio. 
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In the 20 years case, the n. r.r. target being 32o/o, the results are that in S0/o of 
the cases the n. r.r. achieved is less than 16o/o, and in 2So/o of the cases it is 
less than 22o/o; 
In the 30 years case, the n. r.r. target being 69o/o, it results that in 5°/o of the 
cases the n.r.r. achieved is less than 29o/o, and in 25o/o of the cases it is less 
than 44o/o; 
In the 40 years case, the n.r.r. target being 138o/o, it results that in So/o of the 
cases the n. r.r. achieved is less than S1o/o, and in 25% of the cases it is less 
than 87o/o, although we remind that these last figures are only indicative, this 
high net replacement ratio target being unrealistic (see discussion above). 
6. Adverse results are to be found also in the normal volatility scenario. The 5th 
-
percentile of the distribution of the ratio bN varies between 0.49 (N=40) and 
BN 
0.66 (N=10). The same analysis above reported which compares the n.r.r. 
target and the achieved one can be applied also in this case. 
7. The results improve for the mixed volatility case and are acceptable in the 
low volatility scenarios. In the latter case the sth percentile varies between 
66o/o and 75o/o, meaning that only in the 5o/o of the cases the n. r.r. achieved 
is less than 66o/o {or 75o/o) of n.r.r. target. lt is of interest to note that these 
scenarios are characterised by low volatility of the low-risk asset. This is 
reasonable as the conversion of the fund into annuity has been dane using 
the return from the low-risk asset and a low volatility of the conversion rate 
leads to lower volatility of the final outcome (see also comment in point n. 4 
above). 
5 lt seems proper to state precisely that in the 5% or 25% of the simulated cases the results are 
the ones above exposed, the word "simulated" has been omitted in arder to have a shorter 
exposition. 
CHAPTER 6: MA/N RESULTS AND 
CONCLUDING COMMENTS 
MAl N RESUL TS 
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As it has widely been commented, the main criticism of defined contribution 
pension schemes is the uncertainty of retirement income, in comparison to 
defined benefit schemes. This uncertainty is due to the financial risk borne by 
the member, which is composed of investment risk, experienced in the 
accumulation of contributions, and annuity risk, experienced at retirement when 
the pension is bought. 
In this research the financial risk in defined contribution pension schemes has 
been investigated in both its components. 
A model has been constructed which gives an optimal investment strategy with 
the objective of reducing the investment risk. The mathematical tools of 
dynamic programming theory, used in many actuarial papers with the objective 
of controlling insolvency risk and instability of contribution rate in defined benefit 
schemes, have been used in a defined contribution scheme with the objective of 
controlling investment risk. A closed formula has been found and implemented 
in realistic scenarios and the main result is that the optimal investment strategy 
requires investing at the beginning of the period of active membership in the 
high-risk asset, shifting towards the low-risk asset as time passes and 
retirement approaches. This is consistent with the lifestyle policy adopted in 
defined contribution pension schemes in UK, which seems to be the appropriate 
investment strategy in this kind of scheme. Therefore, this research seems to 
confirm through a scientific and rigorous approach what investment managers 
and actuaries have already discovered working on experience and intuition. 
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The annuity risk has been alsa investigated, by laaking at the difference 
between the pensian achieved at retirement using a fixed conversian factar 
(therefare remaving the annuity risk) and that achieved by using a variable 
canversian factar, depending on the experienced retums priar to retirement. 
The main result is the largè variability of the level af pension achieved at 
retirement in the case of the variable conversion rate in comparison with the 
fixed rate case, stressing the impact af the annuity risk an the final benefit. 
This last issue underlines the fact that controlling only the investment risk is 
necessary but not sufficient to guarantee an adequate pension level to the 
member af the scheme, the annuity risk has to be controlled as well if very 
unfavourable autcomes have to be avaided. The present research does nat 
make any proposal in reducing annuity risk in defined contribution pension 
schemes and it is intention of the author to continue in further research in arder 
to approach this relevant problem. The author believes that defined contribution 
pension schemes will be centrai in the pension system of most cauntries in the 
future, hence the importance af continuing with research an this topic, in arder 
to limit the negative consequences of this kind of scheme an the member's 
expected pensions. 
CONCLUDING COMMENTS 
This research is done with many simplifying assumptions, in order to make the 
model easy to treat mathematically. Therefore, the model presented has a 
number af limitations and can stili be improved. In this final sectian, we want to 
show the limitations of the model and give suggestion far further research. 
In the madel the parameter values of the distribution of asset returns have been 
chosen without direct reference to any historic observatians, and a sensitivity 
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analysis of these parameters has been dane after having chosen some "norma l" 
values. The research could be improved by taking into account historic data, 
chosen for example from the returns actually experienced in the country where 
the defined contribution scheme works, as other researchers have dane (see for 
example Knox, 1993, Ludvik, 1994, Khorasanee, 1995, Booth ad Yakoubov, 
1998). 
The returns on assets are supposed to be temporally independent and different 
categories of assets are suppose to be uncorrelated, while, in the real world, 
returns on the sa me assets in different peri od are not independent ( see for 
example Khorasanee, 1995 and Booth and Yakoubov, 1998). Autoregressive 
models ca n be a Iso used in modelling the dynamics of assets returns 1. Also the 
hypothesis of identical distribution can be criticised, as well as the lognormal 
distribution assumption. 
A simplifying assumption is the coincidence of asset allocation decisions and 
targets (both yearly). This assumption could be relaxed by choosing interim 
targets less frequent than yearly, as every three years or even less frequently 
until the extreme position with one target only (it could be worthwhile to analyse 
the resulting optimal investment strategies, which could present a different 
behaviour, taking into account the fact that only the final capitai has to be 
maximised). 
The definition of the target Ft can be different, including for example also other 
constraints, like the guarantee of a minimum benefit for the member, as it would 
be normal in defined contribution pension schemes in ltaly. 
A more generai model can be made also by varying the level of the contribution 
rate during the membership, considering for example the contribution rate as a 
1 Far an exhaustive descriptian af autaregressive madels see far example Daykin, Pentikainen 
and Pesanen ( 1994 ): Practical Risk Theory for Actuaries. 
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step-function c(t) such that c(t)=Cj for lj s t s lj+1, where the intervals [lj, lj+1] 
0=0, ... , K-1, with lo = O and IK = N) are a partition of the interval [O, N]. 
Other limitations are the absence of expenses and other loadings in the pricing 
of annuities, and the faiture to consider decrements other than retirement. The 
choice of using the whole final fund to buy an annuity at retirement has also to 
be mentioned, whereas a more generai model would include other uses of that 
fund, eg a lump sum2. 
The assumption of having 2 assets for the whole working life period seems to 
be very strong. The different scenarios of mean and volatility may well represent 
different classes of assets. lt may be reasonable to assume that fora certain 
period of ti me the fund can be invested in 2 assets only, diversifying between 2 
different risky assets. lt is certainly a simplification to assume that the 2 assets, 
in which the fund are invested, should remain the same for the whole period of 
active membership. Therefore, it would also be of interest to investigate the 
optimal investment strategy in an n-asset model. 
An important assumption in this thesis is the choice of the objective. 
As already observed in this thesis (chapter 2), in a defined benefit pension 
scheme, a surplus is as undesirable as the deficit (with the obvious difference 
that a big deficit is much more undesirable than a big surplus), and so the 
variance is an appropriate risk measure in a defined benefit scheme. Therefore 
a loss function that penalises both surplus and deficit is appropriate in a defined 
benefit scheme. 
This is less true in a defined contribution pension scheme, where the main 
objective should be to increase as much as possible the accumulated fund and 
hence the level of benefits. The loss function chosen in this work penalises the 
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fund accumulated above the target, leading to possible distortions in the 
realistic objectives of the trustees and drastically limiting the rea l potentiality of 
defined contribution pension scheme, which consists in giving the member the 
possibility of gaining on higher than expected market returns. However, it may 
be a sensible strategy for a scheme member to be investing in arder to achieve 
a formula-based target with the aim of reducing the risk in the resulting 
investment strategy .. Furthermore, the problem underlined above can be easily 
solved if we consider an unrealistically high final target (like a final pension 
equal to 400o/o of the final salary), the objective becoming in practice the 
maximisation of the fina l fund. 
Another way of overcoming this problem is to modify the loss function in such a 
way that the increase in the fund above a certain benchmark is not penalised: 
the author believes that this approach could be more realistic in treating 
problems related to defined contribution pension schemes, and that further 
research should be developed in this direction. 
2 About the possibility of drawing a part of the benefits as lump sum in countries like ltaly it has 
been commented elsewhere in this thesis ( chapter 3): we refer to this chapter and to other 
references for more details. 
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